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Students
save with
buybacks

Experience of a lifetime
1.044.

Gay studies
considered
for SJSU
By Kira Ratmansks

Varian Daill, Staff Wnter

By Daphne Dick

Spartan naily Staff Writer

As the new term begins, one can
hear the familiar sounds of students
grousing about everything from rising tuition to the cost of textbooks.
However, the end of semester also
has its share of complaints and confusion in the form of book buybacks.
Every semester, students purchase
textbooks required for their classes
and at the end of the semester, they
sell them back to the Spartan Bookstore, trying to recoup some of their
initial investment.
San Jose State’s end-of-the-semester
book buyback is administered by College Book Company, a nationwide
organization independent of the college systems. CBC buys used textbooks for both their own inventory
and for universities that don’t need,
the books for the next semester.
These books may be bought back for
CBC’s inventory of used books and
are then sold to other schools.
According to assistant textbook
managers at SJSU, West Valley College and Santa Clara University, CBC
is used for end-of-term book buybacks. All three said CBC consistently pays more for books and has a
larger inventory of books than either
See PRICES, Page 12

A.S. looks
for change
By Clara S. Chien

Daily Staff Writer

About a dozen stodgy desks
belonging to student directors are
empty. Before the semester began
the S SU’s Associated Students office
was a ready piled with never-ending
mail and printed agendas for the
new school year.
A.S. President Blair Whitney is in
good spirits. He recently returned
from being the best man at a friend’s
wedding.
Despite this, Whitney said that
between work and shortchanged
leisure, most of his spare time this
summer was devoted to the A.S. He
and other school-governed officials
put together a newsletter and mailed
it to 22,000 Bay Area students on the
eve of the budget decision. The letter urged them to help lower the
amount of the fee increase. It also
urged them to contact their assemblymen, senators and governor, and
asked students to oppose the proposed 37 percent fee increase.
"It (the newsletter) was a success," Whitney said. "My feedback

.

See A. S., Page
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On Monday morning, freshman Joshua Rees, right, and his grandfather get ready to move his belongings into his new home
in Joe West Hall. Joshua’s brother Jacob, left, takes a long look up at the eleventh floor where Joshua will be living.

SJSU life from a
’fresh’ perspective
By Kristin 1,ornax

Sifartan Daily Staff Writer

STUnENT
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The freshman experien«.
is a rite of passage, something every college student
must experience to continue on to higher education. For incoming
freshman Josh Rees, the journey has just
begun. His first day on campus was a typical
one, an experience that many can relate to.
It was 11 o’clock. on a hot, humid Monday
morning, and after the bomb threat at Joe
West Hall, it was time for all dorm residents to
move in. The constant flow of parents, friends,
brothers and sisters carrying essentials such as
refrigerators, microwaves and stereos was never
ending. And amongst all this confusion and
chaos stood Josh, foil) the Freshman.
Standing 5’8" in his khaki brown shorts and
gray T-shirt, and holding his newly-purchased
computer tightly in his hands, 18-year-old Josh
surveyed the situation and gave orders.
"Grandpa, you stay here and watch the stuff,"
he commanded. "Jacob and I will bring it up
to the room while mom parks the van."
The procession began. Jacob hillowed his
older brother up and down the flight of stairs,
only to face two elevators that were supposed
to move more than 500 residents and all their
belongings. The boys commented that it just
might be easier to climb the 11 flights to josh’s
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See FRESHMEN, Page 8

After Rees’Iirst day, he has to get past three locks to get to his
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Interest in one’s
own cultural background
helped
launch ethnic studies dfversit
programs at universities nationwide. With growing awareness about homosexuality, a gay and lesbian studies program is the next step.
This fall, San Francisco State University (SFSU) will become the first fouryear college to begin a minor in the
subject of homosexuality Approximately 40 gay and lesbian faculty members at
SJSU hope to follow by starting the
same npe of program here.
According to Ricardo Ortiz, an assistant English professor at SJSU, a gay
and lesbian studies program like the
it i
early plat. ,ing
ti nut nine name
in which the program hopes to accomplish its goals.
"There is nothing like a mandate at
the university (SJSU) for such a department," Ortiz said. ’That’s a long term
goal for us, but there is not any kind of
a mechanism to start this."
Ortiz said if the program starts falling
into place, a structure much like the
one in the women’s studies program
would work well. The classes would be
taught at different departments, but
they could be used together for a
minor.
’There would be a gay and lesbian literature course in the English department, lot minion of gay culture in the
sociology department, and psychology
of homosexuality in the psychology
department," Ortiz said. "I have a realisuc sense of what’s possible."
Currently, Wiggsy Sivertsen, a counselor and a guest professor on campus,
teaches the only gay awareness class in
the sociology department, SOC 172,
Alternatives in Lifestyle.
If the university approves more I,ses as such, Sivertsen said, stuckii is could
benefit by learning more about homosexual history and background. Awareness of the gay and lesbian issues would
also promote equality and dispel mistconceptions about the culture.
sen said.
"Everybody uses homosexuality as a
sexual issue, not as an issue of life," she
said. "Just think, what would the world
be like without Michelangelo?"
Michelangelo was an inventor and
artist of the Middle Ages who was said
to be gay.
Sivertsen said taking part in a gay and
lesbian studies program could help mutots later on during their careers as
%%ell. Students could use a formal minor
in the subject for professions like education, law, human services and ps)chology.
As a counselor. Siverisen sues a lot of
confused homosexual students looking
to escape prejudices and create harmony with others.
See STUDIES, Page 10

Condos to rise across from SJSU
By Carolina Moroder
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

The city of San Jose has been
working for a long time to make
its downtown area a more appealing place for people to visit. live,
and to shop.
For this reason, the Redevelopment Agency for the city of San
Jose went into a partnership with
developers Goldrich & Kest and
Kimball Small Properties, so that
the lanet II tilti nvest in the project. while the Cils ,.,1111,1 It.tc its
Voice on how the housing winild
look like.
The Redevelopment Agency
chose the block between Paseo de
San Antonio, San Fernando,
Third and Fourth streets fit th(
Paseo Plaza Condominiums, a iiiX110,’ coiwhnniiiitiitt

NIONIQI IF S4 11( *NIT! D- -SFAS I AS i Alt

Overseer Mark Powell directs groundwork being done on the new condominimum site on Fourth Street.

«)11111111in is

ihat will have 210 in tines. said
telaJorge Gonzales, conuni
it N.
tiOns Managet for the
Takitig
Ivantage
he
mediterranean climate. the agency decided on a communitv of
five-story condominium each with
a "European look."
"Part of the progi.am to &whip

housing in downtown San Jose is
to bring people to the downtown
area and enjoy all its other amenities like the museums, the festivals, the events and so forth,"
Gonzales said.
He expects the developers and
the agency to have the first phase
of the project completed by Janual v 1995, when about half Of the
coil( it will be reach.
Between now and then, however, construction will become part
of the city, especially near the
,SJSU campus, across the street
from the site
The phase that will create the
most problems, since it’s the noisiest part of the project, is the
installation of more than 1,000
ciincrete piles to support the
foundation.
Timid Nasaeri, owner of the
Gile de Roma, lcioks at the bright
side of things.
"We have to deal with a tremendous amount of noise and a lot of
dust," he said.
’The customers who sit outside
and come here to relax won’t be
able to do so. But the other side of

the col I I I, that the ( mstruction
will intim )ve the (-its. and therefote it will improve our business."
tales said the conu-actor in
this pi oject scheduled a test pile
driving phase two weeks ago.
Bruce Olszewski, a professor in
the department of geography and
environmental studies, didn’t
think the construction was that
"I think it’s a great idea on
urban development to bring people to live in downtown San Jose,"
Olszewski said.
"1 just hope we don’t have
power problems. mainly because
of the computers."
Meanwhile, there arc. more
inconvenient es i !rated by the
construction, silt( t the piles get
delivered bv flat ti iii k i. I hod
Street hctween nine and Sept 9.
’Die pile driving work itself is
scheduled for Sept. 6. and is
expected to last until alRiut Oct.
15.
The work will be completed
between 7:30 am. and 5:30 p.m.,
so area residents will not be disturbed with the consn uction.
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Editorial
It’s a question of ethics

parents did.
But the use of public funds
and even hospital resources for
this type of opei ation should
not be decided solely by parents
or other family members. Clear
standards should be set and
applied in the use of these
resources apart from personal
or emotional considerations.
Also, if we needed a reminder
to set up separate accounts for
donations not accessible by family members, we got it when
Kenny Lakeberg siphoned off
approximately $8000 in donations, sent for his twin daughter’s care, to buy a car and
drugs.
We are concerned about the
ethics used by doctors promoting this procedure as a treatment to anxious, emotionally
charged and desperate parents.
Ethically, the surgery should
have been presented as experimental and then carefully weigh
the costs against the merits of
forsaking other children who
11).1y benefit even more from
the use of these resources.
It is unconscionable for the
doctor’s to base their decision
to operate on parents’ hopes
and dreams.
Saying this was the parents’
decision, then washing their
hands before surgery, does not
absolve the doctors involved
from final responsibility in the
decision.

Forum Page Policies
SPARTAN DAILY proThe
sides a daily Forum to
promote a "marketplace of ideas." Contributions
are encouraged from students,
staff, faculty and others. Any letter or column for the forum
page must be turned in to Letters to the Editor’s box in the
newsroom, Dwight Bental Hall
209, or to the information
booth in the Student Union.
Articles may also be mailed to
the Forum Editor, The SPARTAN
DAILY, School ofJournalism and
Mass Communications, San Jose
State University’, One Washington Square, San Jose, CA 95192.
Or fax articles to 924-3282.
Articles and letters MUST
contain the author’s name,
address, daytime phone number, signature and major. While
not encouraged, names may be
withheld upon request
Contributions must be typed
or submitted on a 3.5 inch computer disk using Microsoft Word
on the Macintosh. Always bring
a printout of your submission.
Submissions become the

property of the SPARTAN DAILY
and will be edited for grammar,
libel and length.
Categories available to nonDaily staff members are:
Campus Viewpoint: 300 to
500 word essays on current campus, political or personal issues.
Letters to the Editor: Up to
200 words responding to a certain issue or point of view. If
they are longer, they may edited
for length.
Other articles appearing on
this page are:
Reporters or Editor’s forum:
’ Opinion pieces written by
the staff writers or editors which
do not necessarily reflect the
majority views of the SPARTAN
DAILY, the School ofjournalism
and Mass Communications or
SJSU. Reporters are prohibited
from writing opinions on issues
they have covered for news stories.
o Staff Editorials: These are
unsigned opinion pieces that
express the majority opinion of
the editorial board of the SPARTAN DAILY.
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Taking risks, chances at high school reunions
1988,1 came to this place
/it
a few months after high
school. Like many, I was
tired of the immaturity of those
years and was ready for something new. As the years passed, I
developed a friendship with
someone.
"You’re so quiet!" she’d sat,
"What are you thinking about?
But being honest would be
like committing suicide. Also,
she rarely returned my phone
calls. But ironically, our conversations were when everything
gelled together: Talk was free,
fun, flirtatious, all finding it very
attractive...
But silence ultimately became
my safe sanctuary. It was the one
thing I could call my own and
no one could follow me there.
But I couldn’t be quiet forever. My pessimistic side, like a
lemming, jumped off a waterfall.
The optimist in me upped the
ante and left a message, saying
he wanted to spend more time
with her. " Please, don’t be a
stranger,’ I said.
She hasn’t called back since.
When you break the silence
you end up opening your eyes
to new experiences. A perfect
example was my high school
reunion. The longer I stayed,
the less frightening it was. After
five years, my peers were really
approachable, fun to be around.
I was talking to Jonathan at
the after-party, and during our
from out of
conversation
he said, "Making
nowhere
friends."

Editor
As a feminist woman who
loves men, I am compelled to
respond to Lynn Benson’s column (Why am I not a feminist?
Because..., Aug. 25).
While Ms. Benson is completely entitled to her views
and, indeed, this particular column was intended to be an
expression of her views, I must
point out a critical error she
made in her piece, one that is
potentially harmful to all
minority interest groups.
Ms. Benson discussed her
observations that feminists as a
rule are not interested in

Reporters: (Jura Chien. Pamela Cornelison, Bryan ( aitton, Daphne itt k. Bull 1)r, 41kiessii
Holt Fisk. lennifer Ikuta, Shari Kaplan. Gabe Leon, Kristin lomax. Pal Mau.. Jason
Meagher, ane Monte,. Kevin Moore, Carolina Moroder, Kira Raunansks. Kyle Register.
Erika Schuman

( :Iona Arcitia. Shona
den, N unique Schoenirlul

7 4Jef49,

"What?" I said.
He pointed to a calendar. I
looked and saw a picture with
the caption John had just read.
I looked to the crowd and
indeed, everyone was laughing,
having a good time.

Earlier the next das I
won a door prize,
zvhich wasn’t
important compared
to thefact that Robynn
had somehozv pithed
my namefrrnn the
bowl.’
Earlier, I talked to Tania, who
I vaguely remembered. She
asked me for my phone number. John had been eyeing her
too. By the end of the evening,
she was holding some other
guy’s hand. John and I, the perpetual underdogs, looked at
them then at each other, thinking that could have been me.
My eyes like a camera, I drew
a close-up on the couple and
then suddenly, the action ceased
nascent motion. I saw everything in minute detail, frozen in
time. Everyone was silent. John
and I figured they looked happy,
though tipsy.
I turned to John and said,
"You know, there are some
things that never change."

I couldn’t help but feel relief
as the crowd returned to life,
talking once more, my anxiety
vanished.
Yet among all the strangeness,
there were two funny things I
learned that night First, Ron
Reis, who used to play basketball
for Santa Clara University, was
now thinking about becoming a
WWF wrestler. The seven-foot
giant is now calling himself ’The
Vanilla Gorilla."
Second, I learned what a few
beers can do to liven up a
reunion, which is the third thing
I had discovered. Always stay
untill the party ends; never miss
the good stuff because you’ll
never know if you’ll use it in a
column.
Reis, Erin Shields and a few
other guys decided to play strip
poker.
It was early in the morning,
and I could smell the beer.
Crushed Goldfish crackers decorated the floor like a mosaic.
"If I take off all my clothes,"
Reis said with a grin, "it will be a
horrible sight, and no one will
come back to the 10-year
reunion!"
Some oil’s actually stripped,
and so did Erin. She was truly a
sight to behold, a Kodak
Moment
I left in a good mood and met
Robynn and Barbara, who organized the reunion. I can’t
remember which of us said it,
but I heard the words, "See you
in five years."
The day before, I called

Robynn. Up until that day, I
thought the reunion would have
been a waste of time. But I
didn’t tell her that. All I asked
was,
"Is it too late to go?"
"Oh, no, it’s never too late!"
she smiled on the phone.
Earlier the next day, I won a
door prize, which wasn’t important compared to the fact that
Robynn had somehow picked
my name from the bowl.
High school was a rough time
for many. We were so self-conscious and maybe a tad bit materialistic. And we were too quiet,
immersed in our own private
hell. Now that we matured, does
that mean we can start over and
make new friends or should we
look at reunions and new beginnings as only a novelty?
Some of you may be thinking,
’But that’s the whole point of
reunions; cut ’The Wonder
Years’ crap, Key!" But that’s not
the point. This is: We can’t be
silent anymore and we must take
chances.
Welcome back, everyone.
Kevin Turner is a Daily staff
columnist. His column appears every
other Friday.

Why was columnist Benson wrong? Because...

M3111?
Hector Flores
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TODAY’S METAPHOR
(and BIOLOGY

Treat people when realistically possible but
don’t experiment with them when not
the odds for
survival are as low as
Wt
he one percent
given for the separation of
Siamese twins Angela and Amy
Lakeberg, is the operation
humane treatment or human
experiment?
To what extent should precious medical resources, taxpayers’ money and hospital
resources be used for this type
of operation when chances of
survival are minimal?
The questions of ethics and
financial obligation that surround this much-publicized
surgery should be answered
before returning to this critical
crossroad.
For the doctors at Children’s
Hospital in Philadelphia, this
was the third operation involving infants conjoined at their
hearts, with no survivors to
account for their heroic efforts.
And with the twin’s slim one
percent chance of survival, the
ooci anon insist be seen for the
,11,
II pi, wedure it
oc.,,use the Lakebergs nave
no insurance, costs for all care
associated with the separation
of the twins is being paid by
Indiana State Public Aid and
the hospital involved.
So, who deemed this experimental surgery the best and
most appropriate use of more
than $300,000 in funding.
According to the doctors, the
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socioeconnomic gains, that
"they’re too busy plotting a
future existence that will occur
after they killed/castrated all
men on earth to create their
matriarchal society," then cited
a few examples, mainly a single
comedy show and a single comment made by a friend.
Setting aside the fact that
making hurtful generalizations
on limited grounds is evident of
poor judgement, there is a bigger issue at hand:
It is critical to recognize that
not only do feminists vary from
one another in their beliefs and
degrees of passion, but true

"Feminist Theory" examines
women as entities, not based on
a hatred of men, female superiority or a desire to kill or
immasculate men.
It is clear that many "outsiders" latch onto the very common "squeaky wheel gets the
grease" syndrome, whereby it is
speafically the most militant and
conspicuous individuals within
a community
who may not
necessarily share the views of
the entire population they "represent" who receive the most
attention and become icons in
the eyes of people who are not
aware of the big picture.

Just as there are many gay
men who do not identify with
the "Ilaming"image and many
lesbians who do not identify
with the "bitch" image, there
are many feminists who are not
indiscriminately hateful of men,
who are not anguishing over
their "ugliness" as Ms. Benson
would have us believe.
They are simply struggling to
attain their own identities and
obtain what their hard work
should earn them, despite overwhelming social resistance on
both fronts.
Ossie Sharon
Senior, Nutrition Science

And also because...
Editor
Lynn Benson’s column
(Why am I not a feminist?
Because..., Aug. 25):
You asked what meaning the
title of Naomi Wolf’s book The
Beauty Myth has other than
that women haven’t gotten
anywhere and are ugly and
that their lack of success is
because they are unfriendly.
In fact, that book doesn’t
mention this. The book deals,
to a certain degree, with how
women are encouraged to live

up to idealistic and unrealistic engage in intellectual debate
beauty standards as their role- (and defend Paglia), then how
models are "super-models" in well-founded or well-thought
magazines who are arguably out are your arguments? Peranorexic and whose images haps Karen was kidding. But
have been air-brushed. Did early on in your column you
you even crack the cover? stated that if you did not see
Don’t you remember the say- the feminists as a threat then
ing "don’t judge a book by its "their dogmatic ideals would
cover?"
amuse the heck out of me."
You say that an easy way to
Is it perhaps your own securidisprove the claim that femi- ty that causes you to say that
nists are open-minded is to the real reason you refuse to
mention Camille l’aglia. If you join feminism is that you love
aren’t confident enough to men? Feminism has nothing to

A

do with loving men. Just look
at the definition in Webster’s.
If you want to easily discount
my arguments (as you did with
others you don’t agree), you
can pull an old conservative
trick often used by Rush Limbaugh: "People take things way
too seriously. You’ve just got to
laugh about this stuff." Casual,
Yes. Evasive, yes. Just like your
column.
David Lye!!
Palo Alto
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SpartaGuide Second marine linked to gay pornography ring
The San Jose State calendar

TODAY
ASSOCIATED
STUDENTS LEISURE SERVICES: SpanAerobics signups, for information call
Cheiy1 Selewacz at 924-5960,
for Interaniural Volleyball
League sing -ups. call Toby
Wilson at 924-5962, For
Intramural Flag Football
League sign-ups, call Tony
Pachelo at 924-5958.
LDSSA: Opening social,
12:30p.m., LDSSA Student
Center, 66 S. 7th St., for information call 286-3313.
CONCERT CHOIR: Sing

in a world fainous choir, auditions are being held through
add period. Music building
262, for information call Dr.
Archibeque at 924-4332.
SPARTAN MARCHING
BAND: Color guard workshop for girls wanting to join
the marching band flag section, 3:45-6p.m., Marching
Band Field at 10th and Alma,
call Scott Person at 924-4643.

SATURDAY
STUDENT’S
SIKH
ASSOCIATION OF SJSU:
Punjab Nite 1993, 7-10pm,
Morris Dailey Auditorium,
admission: gemeral $5, SJSU
$3, call Parvinder at 924-8736

stilt klies, Entity and skillowantiatii iris kr title_ Deadline is 5
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CAMP PENDLETON, Calif. In homosexual p0111. .gm
sect ets that could end their
flUt the area, saying
illIrlidrd a
(AP) A second
Marine sta- videos sold over the past two he plaiincd I, hive because of
reers.
caIn
tioned at this Southern Califor- years mlii. ugh the mail.
5, Ceballos was arrested
whoin he
Ital. Mat Mai
nia haw WiLS
tg questioned in
Cehallos was arrested late filmed w)tild Li N to kill him to in San Diego and convicted of
comic( lion with it homosexual Monday because he had said he keep 111111 from passing on forging U.S. Treasury checks.
poutti)giaphy I ing, military officials said litursday.
The junior enlisted man
turned himself ii to military
investigai( as, saying he had subnitted In nude pluitographs.
"He had sonic photographs
taken of himself in the nude. He
indicated that he did not participate in any sexual act and
expected payment, which was
liever received," said Cpl Shelly
Bratt, a Camp Pendleton
spokeswoman.
Chief Warrant Officer Mike
Hedlund said the matter had
beeit referred to the Naval Criminal Investigative Service. It was
not yet known if charges would
be filed, he said.
Although few civilian laws
restrict pornography, posing
nude for pay constitutes pandering, a felony offense under the
Uniform Code of Military Justice.
Another Marine, whose picture was in a brochure advertising pornographic videos, was
identified earlier this week,
Camp Pendleton officials said.
But that Maxine was clothed and
not engaging in sexual activity,
so he did not face any charges of
wrongdoing, officials said.
Other pictures of men with
short hair or naked men could
not be conclusively identified as
Marines, the base officials said.
Meanwhile, the man who
allegedly ran the pornography
Sure, he expected us to provide good servii.e, straight answers and decent
ring remained jailed Thursday
on an unrelated parole violation
follow-up on student loan applications After all, Great Western is one of the top
and was refusing to cooperate
lenders of student loans in California. with decades of experience and know-how.
with naval investigators.
Luciano Ceballos, 42, also
But when he found out just how qui( kly we handle Stafford. SLS and PLUS
known as Bobby Vasquez, was
LOANS, he grinned from ear to ear.
being held without hail at the
Metropolitan Correctional CenSo what are you waiting for? For more information or a loan application, call
ter.
us toll-free at 1-800-637-6767. Great \\ i.stern Bank. Well always be therc ’=
In recent news media interviews, Ceballos said he filmed as
many as 500 active-duty Marines

Marvin swallowed his gum when he
heard how fast we made student loans.

GREAT WEST.EN BANK

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!
CHANGES TO THE ADD/DROP PERIOD
STARTING WITH THE FALL, 1993 ADD/DROP PERIOD, YOU CAN DROP
CLASSES THROUGH TOUCH-SJSU 408.283.SJSU, MONDAY THROUGH
FRIDAY, 7AM TO 7PM, STARTING AUGUST 25.
No signatures are required, as long as you drop by the drop deadline.

WHERE IS ADMISSIONS & RECORDS?
ASSESSMENT CENTER (GE Questions, General Information):
At thP tent outside Wahlquist during the Add/Drop period
In Wahlquist 168 after September TO
STUDENT INFORMATION (Registration, turn in all forms here):
In Central Classreom Building, Room 100 through September 24
ID CARD CENTER:
In Central Classrooms, Room 100 through September 24

WHAT ARE THE DEADLINES?
DROP DEADLINE (use TOUCH SJSU)
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 3 (for classes that meet
more than once a week)
SECOND CLASS METTING (for classes that
meet once a week)
ADD DEADLINE (use new add forms available
from Admissions and Records)
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 10
FEE REFUNDS (deadlines matches the drop
deadlines)

STUDENT ID CARDS
As many of you have heard, we are starting
a new student ID card on campus this term.
YOUR OLD PINK STUDENT ID CARD
IS STILL VALID EVERYWHERE ON CAMPUS.

OFFICE HOURS FOR A&R,
CASHIERING, AND FINANCIAL AID
ADD/DROP PERIOD (AUGUST 25 - SEPTEMBER 10)
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday: 9:00am - 5:00pm
Wednesday: 9:00am - 6:30pm
Thursday, September 9: 9:00am - 6:30pm
REMAINDER OF TERM
10:00am - 4:00pm
Wednesday through October 6 only: 10:00 - 6:30pm

During the Add/Drop period, we are
issuing cards for NEW STUDENTS ONLY.
We will be able to issue cards for continuing
students after the Add/Drop period is over.
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Sports Calendar
Today: Soccer America Cup,
SJSU vs. USF at Stanford, 1 lain.

SPARTAN DAILY

Sunday: Soccer America Cup,
SjS11 vs. St. Mary’s at Stanford,
12:30p.m.
Wednesday: Volleyball at California Invitational at Berkeley, TBA.

"Treat yourself to ourgentle touch"
Family Dental Care
Dental Care with your comfort
in mind
Our office meets Government required
standards for sterilization and infection
control
Latest cosmetic materials and techniques
Nitrous Oxide sedation available
At-home teeth whitening (bleaching)
Open evenings and Saturdays for your
convenience (by appointment)
Most insurance plans accepted
New patients are always wekome

Rosemary Evans, D.D.S.
University Plaza Building
1171 Homestead Road, Suite 214
Santa Clara, Ca. 95050
(408) 247-2612

Special Offer for San Jose State Students & Faculty
INITIAL VISIT INCLUDES:
Complete examination with
MTH COUPON
periodontal evaluation
VALUE)
($140.00
X-rays
ONLY
PATIENTS
NEW
Cleaning
Offer expires Dec. 31, 1993

$65.00

Valid Student ID Required. Offer includes
immediate family members (spouse & siblings) of Students & Faculty

ERR; S. FAA-MAN -SPARTAN DAILY

’lioive tackle, right, Tom Cleary tries to bust through the offensive line during practice at south campu,week. Cleary is one of the five football players who have transferred to SJSU this semester from Santa
Clara University which lost their football program last year due to budget cuts.
By Gabe I .con
si,un Daily suit-Writer
When the termination of the
Santa Clara University football
program was announced last
year, SJSU rescued five of the
stranded players and a coach
without a team.
Carlos Rivera, Matt Ear nshaw,
Tom Cleary, Kenyon Price and
Albert Duncalf made the transfer over to SJSU along with
coach Ron DeMonner after
learning they no longer had a
place to play football at SCU.
DeMonner, the new offensive
line coach, returns to his alma
mater for the third time. He
played for SJSU in 1962-63 and
coached in the 1977-78 seasons
as an assistant before ’liming to
SCU. He spent the past 14 years
there as an assistant coach
before returning this year.
DeMonner brings experience
on both side of the ball as he
was offensive and defensive
coordinator at SCU.
"He’s a solid football coach
with 20-25 years of experience
who has a special way with the
players and yet is an excellent
football technician," head coach
John Ralston said. "It was a real
surprise to get a guy with his
high caliber to come to our program."
Not only did DeMonner have
a big impact on the SJSU football program, he also had a
huge influence in bringing the
five players with him.
The Spartans picked up these
key players to add more depth
to their team. The offensive line

everyt n

Traffic, red lights, packed parking lots. You name it.
Shanna’s passed it.

added two players to their bulk
with Rivera and Earnshaw. Both
0-4, 285 pound linemen are battling out for starting positions
on the line; Rivera at center and
Earnshaw at guard. Coaches
have been looking at them and
expectations and hopes are
high.
’They will make a solid contribution to our success this year.
They are really fine football players and are playing extremely
well," Ralston said.
"It’s nice to see big Matt Earnshaw and Carlos Rivera in that
offensive line," said offensive
coordinator Roger Theder.
"Both of them are competing
for the job and they could
potentially be starters."
The three additions to the
defense, Cleary, Duncalf and
Price, have been banged up
throughout the summer which
has slowed their progress in
learning the new system.
According to DeMonner, coaches have had limited time to get a
strong look at them.
Injured or not, most are glad
to be wearing a football jersey
again after losing the SCU program. Their future was uncertain and the memories of that
day were bitter ones.
"It was shocking," Price admitted. it was like somebody telling
you that you can’t do some!!litig
that you ye been doing all your
life and that everything just
came to an end."
"A lot of the players rot mild out
See TRANSFERS, Page 5

w/ sandwich (w/ this ad) Exp. W24/93

Thy our.

That’s because she bought a TA Semester Pass. For only
$76, she rides any time on all regular TA bus and Light
Rail service. And best of all, she avoids the daily grind
of trying to find a parking space near State.

Overstuffed N.Y.
Dell Sandwiches

No wonder she’s getting ahead. Buy your
TA Semester Pass at the Student Union.

Homemade Salads

Expresso Elar

thjsZ

(C<-

Patio Dining

Party Trays

& Market

998DELI
4134, M. &Skil Carlos
fletweetra 10th lk
(SO feet from campus)
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The new
3-D graphing
grade-making
easy-learning
fast-answering
budget-pleasing
headache-busting
HP 48G

Check it out
The new HP 48G graphic calculator gives you a whole lot more for
a whole lot leas titan you think.
Get more
Push a button, choose front the
pull -down menu, and fill in the
blanks. Entering data IS that easy.
View 3-I) graphs.
Acceas over :910 built-in equations.
Perform algebra and calculus
operations on equations before
entering values.
Enter and see equations like they
appear on paper.
Work with different units of
measure. The HP 486 will convert
them for you. For example, enter
inches, centimeters, yards, and
feet, together in one equation
it’ll convert them.
Get more ... for less
Compare prices the HP
your budget

486 fits

Special introductory offer*
When you buy an IIP 486 or
HP 48GX, you can get free
software (plus games!) and a free
cable for comtecting to your
desktop PC. Write programs for
the HP 48 using your PC keyboard,

or sure HP 48 files and programs
110 s

I I SLAIS

on your desktop PC.

SPARTAN PAU Y

Pick up a et lilt LIII
bookstore

off during practice

Kenyon Price, who transferred from SCU,

Transfers
From page 4
through the news and we were
not told ahead of time that the
program was in danger of being
cut," Rivera said.
Saying good-bye to old friends
at SCU has been hard but having a new atmosphere has been
refreshing."I miss the friends at
Santa Clara that I had," said
Earnshaw. "this dine of the year
we would be together and we’d
all become close. But, now I’m
trying to get close with these
guys and get that same cama-

at Via irvnlittgl

HEWLETT
PACKARD
raderie as I had over there."
Adapting to SIM: took a while
but now the players are falling
into pia( e. "We call it the
orphanage over there on the
offensive line because we have a
couple of Santa Clara kids and a
couple of the Fullerton kids. So
ss’vrt It ving It titilil Solite 111111V
all(l

LII II

Li

1 k,"

1)1

\101111,1

they were standoffish No now they’re pulling
each others jock straps so
they’re starting to fit in fine
now."

SAO, AI

iiii’ start

iffier good while supplies last on purrhuses
made (nisi August I. 1993 through
h lc .1.11 It 19tXt St, coupon for tens,.
:Ind ....shill/IL%
’ Hewlett Packard Conipan) PG 12306n

With this, you
With these you
can save for years. can save right now
Vp/c.tlacirucisb Color
Classic’ 4180 But/tin 10" Color
Monitor &Apple Keyboard 11 11032

,",’
That pennyjar on your dresser

’

iierBook"
,
145h -t.$0, Built-in Keyboard
and 10" Backlit Super Twist
Monocbrome Display 11383

Weria1-1-1.

Apple Macintosh
LC 111 4’80. Apple Basic Color
Monitor 6 Apple Keyboani 11 11353

Apple Mac :moth Ceruns"
157 Apple Banc Color Monitor &
Apple Extended Keyboard 11 11610

Now, you can get substantial savings on these Macintosh per- just how affordable a Macintosh can be, visit your Apple Campus
sonal computers. You can also get special student financing with the Reseller today. And discover the power more college students ilk
Apple Computer Loan’ to make owning a Mac’ even easier. lb see choose. The power of Macintosh. The power to be Your best.

For all of your computer needs visit
Spartan Bookstore Computer Department
924-1809
.1,1,141,4

",

Sent! In14.1414

(1.1.1,41i t

V

Mrtarr
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tbs. SPARTAN BOOKS
VA all your college need
lab
COLOR CLASSIC BUNDLE

LC III BUNDLE
*Basic keyboard/color
monitor
’Fall ’93 Macintosh Promo CD set 4 Meg RAM/80 Meg HD
*Monitor
*Basic KeyBoard
4 Meg RAM/160 Meg HD

$1032

$1353

$1476

POWERBOOK 1458 BUNDLE
4 Megabytes RAM
80 Megabyte Hard Disk

$1383

Here comes...NEWTON
Apple’s Personal Digital Assistant
is ue to arrive by Sept. 101h. Stop
by today to order yours and pick
up info and pricing.

All Bundles include the
Fall’93 Macintosh Promo CD Set
FEATURING:

DUO 230 BUNDLE

Music, Animation, Music Videos
American Heritage Didionary w/ Roget’s Thesaurus
Correct Grammar

$2510
4 Meg RAM/ 120 Meg HD
Mini Duo Dock
External floppy drive

CENTRIS 610/650 BUNDLE
Includes ext. keyboard
OPTIONS:
*A Meg RAM/80 Meg HD

Centris 610

$1610

8 Meg RAM/230 Meg HD
CD ROM
With 14" Color Monitor

Centris 610

$2386

Centris 650$2830
With 16" Color Monitor

Centris 610$2860
Centris 650

$3304
2:
Cl

CENTRIS 610 A/V

STYLEWR1TER
*with Bundle

$290

10% off Software

(SAME CASE AS 610)
8 Meg RAM/80 Meg HD

when purchased wiht
a computer bundle

APPLE AUD1O/V1SUAL
14" display
’Built in speakers and microphone

$1783
PERSONAL LASER WRITER
witii Bundle $560
Everyday low price

*Everyday low price $300

$615

$665
Monitor & Keyboard Sold Separately

OPEN THIS WEEKEND SAT 10AM 5PM & SUN 1 1 AM - 4P
IBM THINKPAD

AS
$as
Aliti
P/S ValuePoint
Including Monitor
As low as

$ 1 520
STOP IN TODAY
AND ORDER
YOURS!
IM

MID
==

al

DESIONRITER 550C PRINTER

LASERJET 41 PRINTER( for PC)
300 dpi
512K
26 Scalable Typefaces

.;
*A

LASERJET 4M PRINTER
600dpi
Eight pages per minute
print speed
PCL level 5

300dpi black & color ink jet technology
35 scalable typefaces
3 year limited warranty

PIN

$1866

1111101.411.

$661

ria HEWLETT
PAC KM"

DESKJET 500 PRINTER

LASERJET 4ML
PRINTER

300dpi black inkjet technology
Plain paper printing

$559
LASERJET 4 PRINTER

Sc
\,A0

600 dpi
45 resident scalable typefaces
*Improved print speed

( for Mac)
Apple Talk Card
1.5 meg RAM
Macintosh Fonts

$994

$292

$1368
Avc
’Ch(

Computer pricing is applicable for students, faculty, and staff of San Jose State University only. Appropriate identification will be required at AINE
time of computer purchase. Computer prices are subject to change without notice. Please verify prices with a salesperson.
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(STORE is here with 40",
!ds at discount prices Ago

elY

JOTTER
PEN AND PENCIL

CARBON
PAPER

DURACELL
AA BATERIES

$11.00
(-1:’ PARKER

*Assorted colors
’Available in Chrome $15.00
’Lifetime guarantee

ACRYLIC
CUPBOARD
$3.39
FILER/ HFP
25% Off regular price of $4.55
Clear or smoke color

DENNISON
GLUE STIC

79’

Dennason
".26 oz size
"Applicable for numerous
art projects

1 95

$

r11 od

$4.99

DU RAC EL L

10 sheets per pack

’Package of 2
’Battery tester package

’For typing or writing

PHOTO PROCESSING SPECIALS
Second set of prints FREE

Konica

3" color prints

4" color prints

$3.99

$4.99

12, 24, 36 Exp

12, 24, 36 Exp

Lana

5x7
Of
8x1 0
Of
8x 12

And receive a second one

FREE

(From standard color negative or slide)

"Made from 50% recycled material
*Assorted colors

Master Lock
COMBINATION
LOCK

$2.99
U-BAR BIKE LOCK
Three number dialing
Rust resistant

COLOR ENLARGEMENTS

BUY
ONE

RECYCLED
COMP BOOKS

Color Poster Special
Buy 1 20x30 Color Poster

$25.99

and receive a second for

1 PENNY
(From 35mm negative only)

High security steel
One year $500 theft
rerJlacement uarantee

LOWEST TEXTBOOK PRICES IN THE BAY AREA...GUARANTEED
PINK PEARL ERASERS

49’

EF

EBERHARD FABER

0Soft pencil eraser
*Wont smudge the thinnest paper

STICK PENS

19’
"Save 44% off list price
’Choose from blue or black

SHARPWRITER
PENCIL
Pack of 4

PAPERSMATE
’Lasts longer than wood case pencils
’Retractable .7mm point
#2 lead included

SPOTLJTER
HIGHLIGHTER

RECYCLED
POST-IT NOTES

85’

89’

79’

*Available in 7 colors
*Choose from .4mm or .7mm tips

6 color option
*Choose from .4mm or .7mm tips

100% recycled paper
’White or Yellow

ACCENT
HIGHLIGHTERS

Vol SANFORD

MECHANICAL
PENCIL LEAD

3M

99’
knitet.

*Choose from 3, 5, 7, .9mm
1 dozen per tube

SONY
HEADPHONES

$2799
SONY.
"Model MDRV-200
"Save 44%off list price of $49.95

I at
We are not responsible for typeographical errors. Printed on recyclable paper. Please recycle this newspaper.
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Photos By Andy Barron
At left: Rees, left, enjoys his fitst meal at the Dinning Commons with his
new resident neighbors Gary Pilapil, center, and Trey Galaher.
Above: Rees’ grandfather double-checks if Joshua has his correct phone
number. In the background, Rees’ mother waits to say goodbye.

Freshmen
UNRAVEL THE SECRETS OF THE UNIVERSE!

From page I
room. They had to admit,
though, that the second day was
far less crowded than the first
had been.
"Quite a place you have here,"
said Grandpa Frank Rees, joining the boys in the dorm room.
"It s your new home away from
home, pal."
Josh’s side of the room was
cluttered with unpacked computer boxes and clothes. His
roommate’s side, on the other
hand, had a few things already
arranged. A troll doll dressed

G.E. PHILOSOPHY CLASSES ARE STILL OPEN
’hi
’hi I :
’hi 57
’hi 61
’hi 61
Phi 103
’hi 10.3
Phi 103
’hi 1:7
Phi Ilt,
’hi 1 It
Phi 116
Phi 116
Phi 116
Phi 116
Phi 116
I ENROLL,

Intro to Philosophy
Intro to Philosophy
Logic & Crit Reasoning
Moral Issues
Moral Issues
Phil of the Person
Phil of the Person
Phil of the Person
Phil & Literature
Prof & Bus Ethics
Prof & Bus Ethics
Prof & Bus Ethics
Prof & Bus Ethics
Prof & Bus Ethics
Prof & Bus Ethics
Pmf & Bus Ethics
THEREFORE I AM.

1600-1845
1900-2145
1900-2145
1330-1445
1900-2145
0830.0920
1130-1220
1230-1320
1330-1445
1130-1220
1200-1315
1230-1320
1330-1445
1500-1615
1900-2145
1900-2145

T
T
T
TR
R
MWF
MWF
MWF
TR
MWF
TR
MWF
TR
TR
W
R

1

S
DMH 226
BC 124
SH 238
BC 014 il
SH 100 ’
WSQ 109
BC 124
DMH 226
BC 124
DMH 226

THE ONLY THING BIGGER
THAN OUR CHECKING OFFER IS
THIS FREE SHIRT.
Right now, Bank of America has a big
deal for college students.
Simply choose from any of our three
college student checking accounts and
we’ll waive monthly service charges
every summer up to five years. And, we’ll
give you a free Big Deal t -shirt.
Only Bank of America gives you free
cess to your cash at over 5,000 Versateller.

ATMs in the West including the ATM right
on campus. Plus a BankAmericard" credit
card has no annual fie when you link it to your
BofA checking account for protection against
bounced checks. So, what are you waiting
for - stop by your local branch today and ask
about the big deal on college checking.

BANKINO ON

Stop hr and ask for details at: 99 South 4th St., San Jose
101 Park Center Plaza, San Jose

AMERICA"’

if the line
like a clown hung from the cur- must be bought
tain rod, while another, dressed isn’t too long; and classes need
so he won’t
like a surgeon, stood next to a to be identified
beer sticker on the otherwise get lost.
"The scariest thing for me is
empty desk.
"Hey, I wonder if your room- being in a different country, and
mate’s going to be a med. stu- not knowing anyone," said Josh
dent," asked Jacob, pointing to on his way to the Admission and
Records building. "Well, I do
the troll on the desk.
"Either that or a clown," know someone in Petaluma, but
laughed Robin Rees, Josh’s I don’t even know where that is.
"I went this morning to buy
mother.
The Rees family had made a my books and the line was all
special trip from Germany, the way to the stairs," continued
where Josh had mainly grown the freshman. "Mom waited in
up on a military base, to Califor- line while I got them, and you
nia to help the freshman move know, they cost $200.43! Is that
in. They would then be on their normal?"
It had been a long day for
way to japan, while Josh stayed
Josh, with the California heat,
in the States.
"Josh is having a complete and the fact he was moving in
change of life," said Mrs. Rees, on an empty stomach, so this
smiling at her older son. "All at freshman decided to go back to
his dorm and relax. He had a
once, he’s alone."
"Actually, it’s a simple philoso- late night planned with a flashphy," added Jacob. He s outta light tour of SJSU starting at
9:30.
here!
Now relaxed and eager to
The elevator ride down to the
car was a somber one for the begin his guided tour, Josh
Rees family while other students joined the group of new stuchatted excitedly amongst them- dents. As their tour guide, Leslie
escorted
them
Magsalay
selves.
"Say, so when can we eat? through the dark campus, Josh
Wednesday?" asked a young girl. took in this new knowledge.
"I think it’s going to be an
"No," replied her resident
adviser. "You can eat today, we interesting year here," said Josh.
aren’t going to starve you," he "I don’t know if I’ll like it or not
yet, but I’m ready for the new
added.
The good-byes were brief. Josh experience."
The day had come to an end,
agreed to write, and added that
he would see them at Christmas. but for freshman Josh Rees, a
The van pulled away and Josh new life was about to begin. College life will offer him and all
the Freshman was free.
Oh, but the day had just the other freshmen a whole new
begun for this freshman. Life for world of opportunities and
a new student is not easy. A stu- experiences.
dent ID is needed if the
building can be found; books

Rea
et
next Thurs

VERY ING
$ 1 0 & UNDER!
TShirts oJewelry I Posters Greeting Cards ’Hats Ties
Much, Much, Much More!
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’ NEW STORE HOURS:
TUESDAYFRIDAY 10.5
SATURDAY 11.6
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of bees,
Storm leaves .colony
,
rescuers in sticky situation
HARRISBURG, Pa. (Al’)
viol,’ II storm that wrecked
an old oak tree that housed a
huge I olony of bees left
10,000 dead, another 40,000
homeless, and a pair of bee
itiltitsiasts with a sticky situauii.
’I’ve nevei
a tree that
with
large and
h0-yeat-old Fred
,cr bet of New Cumberland,
who estimated more than 100
pounds of the sweet syrup was
packed in the log.
With fellow bee hobbyist
Eugene Fleming, 67, of
Mechanicsburg he’s worked
this week to moye the bees to

a beekeeper’s box.
Loggers were summoned to
get rid of the remains of the
100-foot, hollowed oak on the
grounds of Silver Spring Presbyterian Church in the suburban Harrisburg township of
Silver Spring.
If not for Gerber and Fleming, the surviving bees would
likely lw exterminated to protect the loggers. The bees
resisted help at first. After the
storm, which toppled their
home of about eight years,
they flew wildly about the tree
especially when the two rescuers took a chain saw to it,
exposing the hive.

SUBWAri
’BACK TO SCHOOL SALE!!!
LUNCH DEAL
buy any 6 -inch sandwich,
med. drink, & chips for $3.99
offer on y go at: 7.
nta ara St.
Hours M -F 9-9, Sat 10-7 280-1300

TOP: SJSU alumnus Jeff Lerner examines an "Elephant Heart" plum from Loewen Farms at the downtown San Jose’s Farmers’ Marxei Thursday. He
searched the entire market looking for the best plums
and he found the "Elephant Hearts" to be the sweetest
and the juiciest.
BOTTOM: Michi Lin smiles as she picks up some
fresh-baked bread from the market. One of her favorite
items is the organic strawberries available from the
farms in the San Joaquin Valley.

coon expires 9/30/93

Jo.

590 SANDWICH DEAL
( buy any 6 -inch sandwich & a
med. drink, get a second 6-inch
sandwich of equal or lesser
value for only 59 cents

Text by lsela Gamboa
Photos by Clarke Robinson

offer only good at: SUBUIAV’
76 E. Santa Clara St.
280-1300
Hours M-F 9-9, Sat 10-7
coupon expires 9/30/93

OOP

Students find fresh produce
San Jose State students are
using Downtown’s Certified
Farmers’ Market, but not as
much as they could, according
to some students.
"1 don’t see many SJSU students at this farmers’ market
only once in a while," said
sophomore Michi Lin, who frequently attends the market.
"1 hope some Inure people
will come once school starts,
especially if they know it’s here
and that the market is close to
school."
The San Jose Farmers’ Market, which is sponsored by the
San Jose Downtown Association,
is held at the Pavilion Shops
parking lot on First and San Carlos streets every Thursday from
10 am. to 2 pin.
About 50 booths are set up at
the market, where farmers front
around the Bay Area sell everything front fresh fruits and vegetables, flowers, herbs and fish
to breads and pastries.
Everything in the market is
ready to eat, and some products
can be sampled before patrons
buy them.
"You can’t get fresher vegetables and fruit unless you pick
them yourself," said John Silveira, the farmers’ market manager.
Many shoppers at the farmers’
market go for the fresh produce
farmers bring.
Many farmers pick their fruit
the day of the market to get
their freshest product out to the
cotisumer.

Swank Farms from Hollister
follows this practice. They pick
their sweet corn early in the
morning the clay of the farmers’
market to ensure a fresh vegetable.
Along with the practice of
picking produce daily, most of
the ft hits and vegetables sold are
grown using only animal and
vegetable pesticides, making
them (Kg:nue products.
For sonic, this a drawing
point.
"I come here for the organic
sniff," Lin said. "You can’t really
find organic strawberries even at
some of the health food stores."
Shoppers can choose front
aisles of strawberries, nectarines,
peaches and freshly baked
bread.
The market supplies a variety
of flowers including irises,
dahlias, roses and other exotic
flowers.
"You can buy sunflowers here
for S3 that will last you all week,
plus we’re helping the farmers
out," said SJSU senior Hope
Senior Lisa Dewey has not
missed the market since it started June 24.
"Usually they have live music,
sometimes mariachi." said
Dewey, who rode her bike to the
market %%jilt Algarin.
The San Jose Farmers’ Market
is part of the Pacific Coast
Farmer’s Market Association,
which consists of 400 member
farms. It will end for the season
Ott Nov 9.

NEW COURSES AVAILABLE
ASIAN AMERICAN STUDIES 170

Student Checking With Summers Free.
Wells Fargo’s Student AIM Checking ’is
just 54.50 per month when you do all your banking
at the ATM. You’ll get three summer months free
for as long as you’re in school, unlimited checkwriting with no per-check charges, and access to
more than 1700 Wells Fargo Express AlMs with no
per-transaction fees. You can even open a savings
account free when you open your checking account.

Free First Year Student Visa’ Membership.
mil% I, ,r
Student Visa Card and you can get
a S7( (ti redit limit. is it h free membership for the
first starts hen ow sign up foroverdraft protection.
You’ll also find a is ide range of federal
student loans. In far a mtbridi puts it all together
lOr you like Wells Fargo. So drmip ht the hank
where son t an choose paper and plastic todai
and ask Arun .... r free t -shirt (net

(16313) -THE VIETNAMESE EXPERIENCE IN
AMERICA -TR 10:30 -DMH 347 -HIEN DUC DO VIETNAMESE REFUGEES AND THEIR RESETTLE
MENT IN AMERICA.

WELLS FAR,G0 BANK

AAS/MAS/AFAM194
(17037) -PEOPLE OF COLOR IN THE MAKING OF
THE AMERICAS -MWF 13:30 -DMH 234 -JS FRANKS
-FULFILLS GE( CP &CULTURE AND CIVILIZATION) AN INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDY OF CULTURAL
PLURALISM IN THE AMERICAS FROM THE 14005
TO THE 18505.

Stop hi your local Wells Fargo branch !Islas :
San Jose Main Office. 121 Park ( .enter Nara. 277-6221
addinonal lllll nthls (Cr when tran,n1inn*
Welk "Ariel tlef10,11 a,, ount

AM

made sn.idr

(,,an,(, Syr

MIT I 011,111111-1

DIM I

1443.1% I it. \

%imenIrni Ahoni term and ,onditinnt
\IrtnlIrt I. DR
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Study shows massage won’t bring
speedy relief to post-exercise woes
such a hat ii workout that they
would be worn out in four to six
minutes.
Afterward, seven were allowed
to lie down and rest, another
seven rode a static mary bike set
for a post-exercise cooldown at
moderate intensitv. and eight
had their legs massaged by a certified massage therapist.
Tlw researchers took blood
samples Mier three minutes
front all gToups, found no significant differences and used this
as a baseline for comparison
with lactate levels 20 minutes
after exercise.
The later measurements
showed no significant difference
between resting and massage.
The resters dropped their lactate by 22 percent, while the
massaged group’s lactate fell 26
percent.
In contrast, the bikers’ lactate
sank 55 percent, which was significant, the report 5:id.
"I would have thought ... the
massage group would have had
higher lactate clearance than
the passive recovery group," said
Dr. jack Taunton, codirector of
the sports medicine division at
the University of British
Columbia.
Taunton, who has a grant

NVASHINGTON (AP) A
tst (Act ise rubdown might
1.11,e \tat feel relaxed, but don’t
siLlit on it to speed relief to
LI weal v muscles. Massage is
ess effective than a post-exercise
,ioldown in dispersing lactate, a
tsaste product of exercise, a
NR1(1\
III I.1( I. massage is no better
t hail doing nothing. according
It the report in the National
Cligth and Condit’, it tug AssoLii, tit’s journal of Su ength and
tilitioning Research.
I he burn you feel from exerIse can be blamed on lactate,
situ it tesults from the breakit ot the glucose that exer, ’sing muscles use for fuel.
When it builds up in the must les, it redu«s iwrforniance.
Lactate is cal tIll ass \ in the
blood and the faster the better, because this could help an
athlete recover for his next
event. Dolgener’s study investi,.;:ited whether massage could
speed the process.
Dolgener looked at 22 healthy
!oak. volunteer recreational runners who covered 10-70 miles a
week in the previous year.
The researchers had the men
push up their lactate levels by
t mining on a treadmill set tit

from the American Massage
Therapy Association, is starting a
similar study on swimmers.
"It would have been interesting to see what blood flow
changes they got with their massage, Taunton said.
However, massage may have
other benefits that would make
a rubdown worthwhile, Dolgener said.
It might relieve tension, making an athlete feel more relaxed,
Dolgener said.
"It feels good, and there is a
big relationship between the
mental aspect and performance."
Massage might possibly relieve
other metabolic problems, such
as the delayed-onset soreness
that comes 24-48 hours after
exercise, Dolgener said.
"There’s so much anecdotal
evidence from athletes who
swear by it," Dolgener said. "In
order not to negate that aspect,
you can’t say it’s no good."
In any case, exercisers who
want to shed their lactate may
want to rely on the old-fashioned cooldown, said researcher
\\*Miami. Evans, director of the
Noll Laboratory for Human Performance Research at Pennsylvania State University.
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Professor/counselor Wiggsy Sivertsen discusses plans for the Gay Studies program at SISU.

Studies: Meeting to be held
From page 1
"As (homosexual) children
grow up, all the material
around them is heterosexual.
They grow up in an educational vacuum, trying to find a
place for identity," Sivertsen

said. "We need to get the issue
of homosexuality out of the
bedroom."
Sivertsen plans to organize a
meeting for interested faculty.
So far, organizational issues
as well as the need for money

have been obstacles during
planning.
"There is no money to do
anything, we cannot even
flush our toilets, but we would
take a look at the San Franciscoprogram as a start," she said.

A. S.: Whitney has high hopes
From page I
generated several hundred
phone calls and letters to every
single Santa Clara County
assemblyman and senator. People sent me copies of letters. But
we can’t take full credit for fees
now being increased by only 10
percent instead of 40 percent.
We lucked out big time."
In addition to tackling the
budget issue, the AS. also took
part in a textbook investigation
that began in the spring and
completed this summer. The
primary issue dealt with textbook prices, and the result
scored SJSU’s costs as not being
the highest or the lowest.
"There’s a lot more services
we want to get off the ground
this year, but the AS. board
hasn’t approved them yet,"
Whitney said.
"For example, we’re trying to
package a program to give students discounts to local merchants and activities-everything
from Sharks and 49ers games to
restaurants. We’ve put a lot of
work into this program. We’ll
see if it will be ready for the
spring semester."
This year, the AS. is heavily
involved in trying to save SJSU’s
off-campus child care center.
The church board of directors
voted to evict the center located
on Tenth and San Salvador
streets. With the pending May
’94 eviction drawing near, the
AS. is working to find a new permanent site in order to save and
expand this service that has
been operating for over 15
vears.
The AS. is also interested in

Blair Whitney, A.S. President
campus recreation. Whitney said
that although SJSU is rundown
from time to time, the campus
belongs to the students as well as
to the CSU. Students need to
enjoy the univeristy and have
the opportunity to take part in
leisure activities, Whitney said.
Presently. Whitney is forming
partnerships with the Student
Union and possibly Leisure Services to construct volleyball and
basketball courts over a couple
of the vast vacant dirt lots on
campus.
’We want to give our students
places to enjoy themselves,"
Whitney said. "A basketball
court could be awesome! Put
grass around it to buff the sides."
Another issue Whitney discussed is AS. recruitment. Student government works by students getting involved, he said.
"The AS. is reaching out and
asking for student participation,
whether just attending a board
meeting, running for office or
volunteering for a committee,"

Campbell Coffee Roasting Co.

Whitney said.
"TThe AS. has a variety of positions on campus to give students
important policy making decisions."
On the subject of textbooks,
Whitney said Spartan Shops has
a board of directors and there
are three student spots not yet
filled.
"We can put people on the
board that will make sure textbooks won’t be outrageously
overpriced," Whitney said. "We
can fill student spots so we can
address all sorts of decisions on
campus. We’re going to aggressively recruit students to serve.
We’ll support them. Everyone is
welcome to apply. We want students to take this leadership
opportunity."
Alfonso Dealba, director of
business affairs, stresses that AS,
students
lets
recruitment
become involved.
"We’ll have more players to
make better decisions, he said
Venkat Memula, AS. vice-president, said the A.S. had an insert
in the newspaper on student
goverment recruitment with a
listing of committees and an
application for students.
"Another thing we’re planning on doing is a mass mailer
like last spring," Memula said.
"We had mailed to all the campus departments and asked
them to give the applications to
students who can do a good job
with us. We also had asked our
directors to recruit and take
applications."
Earlier this week, Memula also
gave on-campus housing students a committee handbook as
part of their welcome packet.
The packet details all committee
positions available for the new
semester and instructed students where to apply for a position.
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State
Watch

World Events

SACRAMENTO (AP) - A
bill to give the state school chief
an edge in a power battle with
the state Board of Education is
on its way to the governor’s
desk.
The Assembly voted 45-26
Thursday for the bill by Sen.
Ralph Dills, D-Gardena
The bill has its roots in the
long battle between the board,
whose 11 memlx-rs are appointed by the governor, and former
Superintendent Bill Honig,
who was elected by the voters.
Honig later lost his job when he
was convicted of ethics violations that were not related to
the fight.
The board attempted to
assume power over employees
and policies in the Department
of Education, which the superintendent oversees. Honig
refused and the board filed a
lawsuit.
A state appeals court last
Felurttary ruled iti favor Ihe
board and onlered the superiiitendent to allow the board to
approve high-level appointMullis in the department.
The bill would overturn that
court decision, and return
authority for the department to
the superintendent.
"At no point should a group
of appointed persons ... be
superimposed upon or control
someone constitutionally elected," said Assembly Speaker
Willie Brown. D-San Francisco.
Assemblywu nitari Delane Eastin, 1)-Union :Ms, said it would
be absurd to apply the court
decision to other areas, for
example, requiring the attorney
general to report to um appointed board before doing anything.
"The court was right and this
bill is wrong," said Assemblyman Ray I laynes, R-Murrita. Ile
said voters have been asked
three times in the last 150 years
whether to remove authority
front the board but have
refused.
But Brown said the three
votes were not relevant because
they were mainly on other
issues, such as whether the
superintendent should be elected.

NI( )GANS’ II], Somalia (AP)
- Sixty-five U.S. Army Rangers
arrived in Mogadishu Thursday,
facing angry crowds who built
burning barricades in the
streets and stoned U.N. peacekeepers searching for illegal
antis.
The elite soldiers were the
first of 400 Rangers due to
arrive in the next two days to
help U.N. forces restore order
in this seaside capital and disarm bandits and militiamen.
There was speculation the
U.S. force has another mission
as well: capture fugitive warlord
Mohamed Farrah Aidid, who is
blamed for much of the violence that has hampered relief
work for weeks.
floppy,
wideWearing
britnmed bush hats, the first
Rangers stepped off a military
version of the DC-10 at
Mogadislitt’s former international airport shortly after dawn.
They had flown non-stop from
the United States, refueling over
the Atlantic.
As they arrived, Malaysian and
Pakistani peacekeepers were
searching for illegal weapons on
the city’s soutliside, which has
been largely controlled by Aidid
for the past two years.
"When the sweep was almost
complete, Somalis blocked the
streets with fires and threw rocks
at the soldiers," said Capt. Tim
McDavitt, a U.N. military
spokesman.
Ile said Pakistani engineers
under American helicopter air
cover cleared the barricades
and the troops returned to base

without firing a shot al id without any injuries.
Meanwhile, a Somali driver
for Cable News Network was
shot in the stomach by gunmen
who pulled alongside his vehicle
and opened fire in an apparent
robbery attempt.
Maj. David Stockwell, the
chief U.N. military spokesman,
said the Rangers would augment the 1,150-strong U.S.
Quick Reaction Force, a mobile
army unit that assists the U.N.
force but operates under its own
command.
The United Nations has about
24,000 peacekeepers from 28
countries in Somalia, more than
15,000 of thetn in this seaside
capital. About 4,000 American
soldiers employed in logistical
support tasks are under U.N.
command.
Aidid is wanted by the United
Nations for carrying out a series
of ambushes on June 5 that
killed 24 Pakistani peacekeepers. His militia also has been
blamed for dozens of other
attacks on U.N. soldiers.
President Clinton ordered the
Rangers to Somalia after a
remote-control explosive device
ripped apart an American military vehicle on Aug. 8, killing
four soldiers. That, too, was
blamed on Aidid.
Since the United Nations took
over the humanitarian mission
in Somalia from a U.S.-led coalition in early May, 39 peacekeepers have been killed and more
than 170 wounded in militia
attacks.

Difficult times for rocky
U.S.-China relations
In Washington, the Clinton
BEIJING (AP) - Modern
US.-China relations have been administration imposed limited
like a wild carnival ride, with sanctions on Communist China
twists and turns, ups and downs. Ott Wednesday, claiming it sold
The past few weeks have missile technology to Pakistan
brought yet another dip in the in violation of an international
track.
arms control agreement. BeiA quick succession of new jing called the sanctions "entireclashes over human rights and ly unjustifiable."
arms proliferation, as well as
In the Persian Gulf, a Chinese
tough talk on trade, have ship suspected by Washington
underlined just how difficult it of carrying chemical-weapons
is for the world’s richest and material to Iran headed for a
most populous nations to Saudi Arabian port for inspecremove roadblocks to better tion.
Beijing bitterly accused the
relations.
Trouble has been brewing United States of trying to play
around the globe in recent world cop by shadowing the vesdays.
sel.

@Israeli warplanes strike
guerrilla stronghold
MARJAYOUN, Lebanon (AP)
- Israeli warplanes struck suspected guerrilla hideouts in
south Lebanon yesterday after
Israeli ground troops and Arab
guerrillas clashed, security
sources said.
At least two fighter jets blasted hills in the Apple province, a
stronghold of the Iranianbacked I lezbollah, or Party of
God, said the sources, speaking
on condition of" umoitymity.
There was no immediate
word on casualties.
The attacks kept tensions
running high on the eve of an
Arab foreign ministers’ conference in Lebanon to chart a
united strategy for the Middle
East peace talks, which resume

Tuesday in Washington.
The clashes began when several rounds of mortars and
rocket-propelled grenades hit
around a post manned by
South
Israel’s
affiliated
Lebanon Army in Sojod, the
sources said.
The SLA and Israeli gunners
retaliated by firing 155 lllll howitzer shells. There were no casualties in the exchange of fire,
the sources said.
Israeli warplanes targeted the
area about five hours later.
Hezbollah leads a guerrilla
war against Israel’s self-declared
"security zone" in south
Lebanon. Nine Israeli troops
were killed in attacks in the
zone on Aug. 19.

FOR SALE
BED SETS:

Queen: $OS RI: $75.
Twin: $65. Bunkbeds: $125.
Daybed: $65. Brass queen with
mattress set: $285. Everything
new!! 998.2337.

HELP WANTED

SERVICE STATION ATTENDANT
FOREIGN LANGUAGES TGIF Chevron F/T morning shift, flexible. Will train. Apply 147 E. Santa
OPEN HOUSE. Friday, 8/27
Sweeney Hall room 219. 1-3 per. Clara St.
Meet professors, sign up for
classes & check out scholarship MOBILE DR WANTED
Hiring mobile DJs. We supply
opportunities.
eQuipment & music. Must be avail.
WANTED: Psychology Volunteers able Fridays & Saturdays after 3.
Reach out 4 hours per week as a Call M.F. 12 to 6.408/496-6116.
Community Friend. providing social
support to those who endure SECURITY: FULL OR PART TIME
mental illness. We train. Call Full training. $7.00 $8.00 /hour.
Weekly Pay checks
(408)4360606.
Excellent Benefits
Credit Union
MAKE YOUR ANNOUNCEMENT
Medical/Dental Insurance
in the Spartan Daily Classified!
Vacation Pay
Call 924-3277 to find out how, or
Referral Bonus
stop by the Spartan Daily office In
Apply. Monday Fnday 8 am.-5 pm.
DB11 209.
Vanguard &minty SerAtee
MODEL SEARCH MAGAZINE 3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clare,
You need exposure to succeed in CA 95054. Near 101. at San
hIODFIJNO. Now you can put your Tomas Espy. & Olcott. Equal
photo and information in front Opportunity Employer.
of 100’s of the top advertising
agencies NATIONWIDE! Your NANNY (11wAn pref.) Ilex 40 ITS. 2
chance to be seen!!! Call TOM children. Energetic playful person
w/exc. refs. a, driving record red
for details. (408) 249-9737.
415/366-2228.

&LEMMA
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student"
"Family Multicar"
CALL TODAY
296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE - NO 013LIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

SALES / BWIAGEMENT positions
available for career oriented
individual in the health fitness field.
America’s Best corporation has
had over a 900% growth rate over
the past 4 years and has locations
throughout the entire bay area. If
you are air eager & self motivated
individual looking to start off right,
we will gve you a chance, Salaries.
commissions, bonuses, trips &
benefits. 14K- 31K annual. Pease
fax your resume to (510) 7130850 and call 1 -800-883-KICK.
Ask for Mr. Benyessa.

115 YAMAHA RNA 1802 Socrebsr 1MNAGER/1110R. TRAINEE Small
Pay legal. blk, O miles, trunk, wind- mattress shop. Close to SJSU.
Ft/PT flexible hours. Informal
shield, cover. $1.400. 2958447.
atmosphere. Jeans OK. Reliable
only. Mark: 408/294-5478.

-

0 Mother Teresa
gets greetings
NEW DELHI, India (AP) Well-wishers sent birthday flowers Thursday to Nobel laureate
Mother Teresa, who is recovering from fever.
Mother Teresa turns 83 years
old Friday, but friends and colleagues celebrated the birthday a day early.
"We got excited and decided
to go ahead today," said Sister
Joann at the N, AV Delhi branch
of Mother Tcresa’s order, the
Missionaries of Charity.
Doctors said the Roman
Catholic nun was feeling better
and on her feet for the first.
time since she was admitted to
the hospital Aug. 20. They said
they had not decided when to
discharge her.

Violence remains

@Nicaraguan Hostage crisis ends
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP)
- A week-long hostages crisis
that raised fears of renewed civil
war ended peacefully Thursday
with rival rebel groups heading
towards different hideouts after
releasing their remaining captives.
The crisis ended as suddenly
as it had begun, but it did little
to defuse the violence that has
been plaguing this Central
American nal louts for decades,
caused by rampant poverty and
heavy-handed politics.
One group of former Contra
rebels, who have rearmed,
seized dozens of hostages mostly sympathizers of the leftist

Sandinista movement - in the
northern city of Quilali on Aug.
19.
Pro-Sandinista rebels armed
with assault rifles retaliated
hours later by seizing the headquarters in Managua of the
National Opposition Union, a
loose coalition of 14 parties
whose
candidate
S’ioleta
Chamorro won presidential
elections in 1%0.
All in all, about 70 hostages
were held in tx)th places, including Vice President Virgilio
Godov, who was held by the Sandinistas. Slowly, each group
released their captives through
the mediation of Roman
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Catholic Cardinal Miguel Otrattdo y Bravo and former President Daniel Ortega, a Sandinista leader.
Although there was some
shooting (luring the standoffs,
mostly in the air, the only casualty was one Sandinista soldier
who was wounded.
The pro-Sandinista rebels,
mostly demobilized army soldiers, were given helicopters
and fled Managua to the junglecovered tnountains northeast of
the capital.
The U.S -backed Contras had
fought toj nearly a decade to
ovethrou die Sandinistas in a
war that killed 30,000 people.

Phone: 924-3277 FAX:
2 FUN BOYS (1 & 3) need sitter. ACTRESSES (2) ACTOR (1) For
2 blocks from campus, 2 moms. small parts in Sci/F1 adventure
wk. S flex, parking. Lisa 2865451. film. Paid position, $95.00 /day.
Exp. preferred. Andy 9933820.
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE!
Many positions. Great benefits, LEARN TO BE A LOAN OFFICER.
Call 1-800436 Ext. R3310.
Excellent ground floor opportunity.
You could be making up to
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT $35.000.00 your first year!
Make up to $2,000+/mo. teachwg To learn how, call 3786088 for an
basic conversational English appointment or fax 378.8089.
abroad. Japan, Taiwan, and S.
Korea. Many provide mom & board
+ other benefits. No previous trainHOUSINQ
ing required. For more information
call 1-206632-1146 ext. /6041.
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
2 bedroom./2 bath start $745.
GET A REAL .10111 Vector, an 1 bdrm. /1 bath- $595. Walk or
insernational chain aggressively ride bike to school. Very clean,
expanding in the Bay Area, com- roomy & remodeled. Secured
bines good pay with pra.’ cal mar- entrance. Laundry facilities. Cable
ketable experience for your N. Ample parking. Call 288-9157
resume.
Retail soles/customer service
Flexible hours set around school
Starting pay $12.25 per hour
Earn $245./week part-time
No experience is necessary
Extensive training provided
100 scholarships awarded
Can earn units at S.J.S.U.
Apply in person at our San Jose
headquarters, conveniently located
near SJSU at 525 Race Street.
Call 2805195 for times to apply.

GATEWAY APTS.
2 blocks from campus.
2 bd./2 ba.. 900 - 1,000 sq. ft.
Ideal for up to 4 students.
Free cable. Underground parking.
Security gates. Game room.
Laundry room. 4th & William.
Rents starting at $750./mo.
Call mgr. 9470803.

-UNIVERSITY PLACE- CONDO,
11th St. Securrty build & parking
2 bcirm. 2 1/2 baths. $149.950.
Fox & Carskadon, Ann 741-2700.

SERVICES
WRMNG. RESEARCH. EDITING.
Versatile. expert Si."
ESL students a spec .-t.
800.777-7901

2 BORM APARTMENT $750/MO.
SePurrty type building
Secure parking
MONEY FOR COLLEGE lit
Close in
Money is waning for you right now
from Private Scholarships, Grants
Modem building
Free Base Cable sevee
and Fellowships. No Financial
Laundry room
Need and No GPA minimum
Village Apartments
required. For FREE Kerature pack576 S. 5th St. (40812956893.
age. CALL NOW! 408-9937208.
Access/control #2081993.
FURNISHED STUDIO APT. Off
campus 15 minutes by car. A/C.
QUNet $525. + $500. bad* 224.3479.

924-3282

NEED MORE US FOR COLLEGE?
Write or car
For Scroarsnio and Grant Info
College Educational
Financial Aid Consultancy
P.O. Box 3017
Stanford, CA 94309
14151361.0432

Group Protects. Resumes, Letters.
Manuscripts, Cc. WordPerfect 5.1,
HP Laser II. All formats. spectating/
In *PA. Spelling, punctuation and
grammatical editing. Free disc
storage. All work guaranteed’ Worry
free, dependable, and prompt
service To avotd disappointment.
call now to reserve your time’ Call
DO YOU want a computer wan* PAM 247-2681 (Barn-8prni plus
done to find scholarshtps Aar you? Sew Addlearri 10% Per ReleneR
Many sources available. 80%
require no GPA Of have no irOMOS I HATE
TO TYPEI
limitations. Call or write: Unique If this got your attention, give youService Co. P.O. Box 867. Millbrae. self a break. Let me do it for you!
Pick up and delivery $1 00.
CA 94030. (415)6924847.
Resumes, term pacers & theses.
SPA format. $2 00 per double
WORD PROCESSING spaced page /5.00 minimum. Call
Jule. 9984354.
AFFORDABLE 8 EXPERIENCED
Professional Word Process -"g’
Theses, Term Papers. Nursing &

DAILY CIASSIFIED--ADVERTISING 77-IAT WORKS!
Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

BOOTH ATTENDANT. We do flea
markets, trade shows, art/craft
shows. PT/FT available. Good
license & vehicle required. Neat
job. Steve 292-2430.
COACHES FOR HIRE. For grade
5 to 8 sport prog. at Saratoga
grammar school. Fi3. GVB, BB.
Must be sail, from 36, M-F. Pays
$6. /hr. Call John 867-3785. FB &
GVB season dates 9/2 - 11/7.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
Now hiring teachers & substitutes
for school age child care programs
and preschool programs. Teachers
and subs must have minimum 6
units in education, recreation, or
child development. Full and pert
time shifts job sharing and flee.
Pie hours for students. $6, $8.
per hour. Medical, dental. and eye
care benefits for 30+ hours weekly. Great job for male or female
students. Call 408/257-7320.
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Minimum wage stays as is
SACRAMENTO (AP) In a
split decision, the state Industrial Welfare Commission Thursday rejected a 25-cent raise in
California’s $4.25-an-hour minimum wage.
"If the minimum wage were
increased, jobs will he cut, hours
of employment will be cut, benefits may be cut, expansion will
stop for many in the business
community," said commission

Graphics by
Martin Gee
Photo by
Andy Barron

Mechanical enganical enineer Scott Peterson
searches for a programming book for one of his
classes last Friday in the Spartan Book Store.

Prices

the instructors’ required textHowever, if the required
book lists, the bookstore book was not used the previdecides how many of each ous semester, or not enough
book will be needed to com- books were sold back to complete the inventory, the bookplete its inventory.
For example, if 15 psycholo- store will have to purchase the
gy books were needed to com- used books from a used book
plete the bookstores inventory, dealer such as CRC.
Sandy Jones, assistant textthe first 15 students to sell
their books back at the end of book manager of the Spartan
the semester will receive 50 Bookstia e, said the store’s ultipercent of the new book price. mate goal is to have, all used
Any books sold back after books on the shelves. Being
those 15 are acquired may be able to purchase and sell used
purchased for CRC’s inventory books generally works in the
students’ favor.
but for only 25 percent of
The buyback on a used book
the new book price.
The majority of used books is the same as the buyback on
sold at the SJSU Bookstore a new book. As shown in the
were purchased back from the graphic, by purchasing a used
book, the student is only out
students.

From page I
Missouri
Book Com1 $
pany or Follett, which
are mainly
used for the PART 1 OF 2
beginningof-term buybacks.
Spartan Bookstore Director
Dwight Sur said students can
receive up to 50 percent of the
new book price for their used
text.
However, not everyone
receives 50 percent. Based on

BOOK PRKES

WHEN A BOOK IS NEEDED TO COMPLETE BOOKSTORE

$10, as opposed to $20 if they
buy a new book. Fifty percent
will only be paid if the book is
needed for the bookstore’s
inventory.
But the procedure for
acquiring new books is a different process all together.
Gross profit margins on new
books vary between colleges in
the Bay Area. The gross profit
margin is the difference
between the cost of a book
and its selling price at a bookstore
Spartan Bookstore completed a survey of gross margins
on new books among colleges
throughout the Bay Area,
which was released in a March
1993 memo.
The survey found that
the gross margins ranged
INVENTORY
from 28 percent at
RECEIVE
Foothill College to 22
percent at West Valley
College. The SISU bookstore’s margin is 25 per(50% of
cent.
INITIAL
All 23 colleges on the
INVESTMENT)
survey set their profit
margins at 75 percent of
the new book price for
RECEIVE
used books.
This is the first of a twopart series. On Tuesday:
(66.7% of
What student activists are
INITIAL
doing about textbook
INVESTMENT)
pricing.

$20

BUY
USED

SELL

$30

BACK

$20

Chairwoman Lynne!! Pollock.
Many in the audience walked
out in disgust when it became
apparent the raise would be
voted down. Jack Henning of
the California Labor Federation,
AFL-CIO, called the decision an
"outrageous, anti-social, antifamily position taken by the
worst of the Industrial Welfare
Commission that we have
known in the history of the law"

FREE TUMON!!!
reer.
per month.

Starting salary $26,000 rising to $41,000 in four
Seeking Nursing, Meteorology, Computer Science,
Computer Engineering, Physics, Electrical Engineering,
Math majors, and under represented minorities (any major).
CALL CAPTAIN JEANNE GILMOUR 924-2966

years.

Total Training

GRE
LSAT
GMAT
MCAT

Expert Teachers
Personal Tracking
Individual Tutoring

Ii

qider Test Information

Permanent Centers
Maximize your score

San Jose Center
100 Park Or Plaza 012
408-275-0100
Moo-Thu 10am-up.
Friday Closed
Sat-Stan 9.m-6pm

Call 1 -.00.1(0 -TEST tar Imre Information!

Help us create an even better
We’d like your assistance in creating this semester’s SPARTAN DAILY. Tell
us what you think about our previous
efforts so we can publish the best newspaper for you.

SPARTAN

AIL

The SPARTAN DAILY Staff

0 Personal information:
0 Male

O What sections do you read the most in the

Female

Age:

Sophomore
01 Senior
J Faculty

el How often do you read the SPARTAN DAILY?
Twice a week
l Never

J Every day
7 Occasionally

Rank which stories you’d read first from 1 to 6.
Status of A.S.Budget
Spartan Football
J Politician speaks at SJS
Student helps the community
Preview of local rock band
Profile on SJSU professor

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

(Please circle)

8

information.

9

Campus Clubs

LI CSU Budget
UPD

LI Housing/Parking

We need you!

O flow much do you rely on the SPARTAN
DAILYfor important campus

0 Which areas of campus deserve more (M)
or less (L) coverage? (Mark with M or L)

Do you know of anyone interesting doing

a

Not at all

0 Do you have any other ideas for improving the

CI Forum & Opinion LI Sports
CI World Events

LI Assoc. Students
CI Athletics
LI Intramurals
O Greek System
O Other

10

All the time

We need your feedback as soon as
possible.
Hand in your survey anytime by
Friday, September 9, 1993. Hand
them in at the SPARTAN DAILY offices at
Dwight Bentel Hall 209 or in the
Student Union Info Desk.

5-SHEL
BOOKCASE

LIMITED TIME OFFER. Six feet of star
for school books, collectibles. mc
Laminate finish in Oak or Bla
72H x 30W x 9"D. Very easy to assemt
Compare at $59 ea

tow Do
snve
on,Eof,
Got..AR

PRICES

sNORES

The SPARTAN DAILY Staff

LI Front Page news CI Features
LI Spartaguide
LI Etc. Magazine

Status:
17 Freshman
[7 Junior
CI Graduate

27

Please answer the questions below
and hand them into the SPARTAN DAILY
offices at Dwight Bentel Hall 209 or in
the Student Union Info Desk as soon as
possible. We appreciate your help.

SPARTAN DAILY . Be as specific as possible.

Spartan Daily.

10

things on or around campus or who have overcome personal obstacles. Let us know who and
give a number to contact them or you.

Thank You For Your Help!

"AMBIANCE"
SPECIAL PURCHASE. Stock up on comfortal
fill bed pillows. Medium support. Standard.
$4.99 each. While supplies last.

the decision an
iti-social, antitaken by the
ustrial Welfare
rat we have
ory of the law"

0 in four
v.. r Science,
;ineering,
(any major).
924-2966
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6-SLICE TOASTER-OVEN

5-SHELF
BOOKCASES

LIMITED TIME OFFER. From Toastmaster. Toaster-oven -broiler
easily handles a 2’? -qt. casserole Separate settings for 2 4. or 6
slices of toast. Continuous cleaning interior Compare at $9795

LIMITED TIME OFFER. Six feet of storage
for school books, collectibles, more.
Laminate finish in Oak or Black.
72H x30Wx9’D. Very easy to assemble.
Compare at $59 each.

iro Informant

CHESTS
SAVE 45%. LIMITED TIME OFFER. Solid core construction with
Oak laminate finish. 3 -drawer chest, 24Hx28Wx15’’ D. 5 -drawer
chest, 37H x28Wx15’D. Compare at $73.404109.10.

elow

YOUR CHOICE 4_99

AILY

1r in
on as
N Staff

ving the
sible.

"AMBIANCE" BED PILLOW
SPECIAL PURCHASE. Stock up on comfortable 1000/0 polyester
fill bed pillows. Medium support. Standard, Queen, or King.
$4.99 each. While supplies last.

JACQUARD WOVEN TOWELS
SAVE 20%-336/.. LIMITED TIME OFFER. Thick 100% cotton
Choose from 2 fashionable designs in Hunter, Sea Mist. or
Wine. Hand, $3.99. Wash, $1.99. Every day $2.99-$6.99.

FILE BON
LIMITED TIME OFFER. Heavy-duty plastic storage box comes
with hinged lid, molded -in handle, and interior steel rails that
hold hanging files. (Files not included.)

t

’

iii

111 I

Tler Plaid

F.
COTTON FLANNEL SHEET SETS
SAVE 21%-38%. Three styles including "Catalina" (not shown).
Sets include flat and fitted sheets with 2 cases. (Twin set has 1
case. King set has King cases.) Twin. $24.99. Full, $34.99.
Queen. $44.99. King, $54.99. Compare at $36-$70.

799
I III SIM
DACRON
BED PILLOW
WAITED TIME OFFER.
Non -allergenic DuPont
Hollofil". Machine
care. Standard. Queen.
or King. $7.99 each.

MATTRESS PAD
Quilted polyester/cotton with anchor band Machine care.
Twin, $9.99. Full, $11.99. Queen. $14.99. King. $19.99.

99 4499,.

twin sheet

twin comforter

-41111

WAMSUTTA BEDDING COORDINATES

Mix Of match sheets and comforters in solid colors and plaids. Sheets are 200 tht,
count Supercale Plus cotton/polyester. Flat, fitted, or cases. (Sheets also in Whe ,
and White, not shown.) Coordinating comforters are filled with soft, 100% polye,
Sheets: Twin, $6.99. Full, $14.99. Queen, $22.99. King, $29.99. Cases (pr.): Std
$15.99. King. $17.99. Comforters: Twin, $44.99. Full/Queen, $79.99. King. $99

1299
Ili each
GRANDMA]
GRANDPA
PILLOWS
SAVE 40%. Jumbo 20x28"
size with cotton cover.
"Grandma" has
95% goose feathers/
5% goose down fill.
"Grandpa" has polyester
fill. Compare at $15 each.

PUFF MATTRESS PAD
SPECIAL PURCHASE. Foam pillow-puffs conform to the way you
sleep. Twin, Full, Queen, or King. $12.99 each. While supplies last.

BODY PILLOW
UNBEATABLE PRICE. Helps ease tension as you sleep. Poly.
with cotton ticking Zippered cotton cover included. 20x54’
Compare at $60

JUMBO MATTRESS PAD

LIMITED TIME OFFER. Overfilled quilted top is 50% cotton y
polyester. Contour fit. Twin, Full, Queen. or King. $17.99 eac!

29"

1199
SiCh

SHOE OR
SWEATER BAG

STORAGE
WARDROBE

LIMITED TIME OFFER.
Hang from closet bar
to save valuable
storage space.
Sweater bag has
6 compartments,
shoe bag has 10.
$9.99 each.

LIMITED TIME OFFER.
Create an extra closet.
Overhead space for
shoes or hats. Side
rack for ties. Steel
frame with vinyl cover
63Hx200x36W

Ii

VW

OVER-DOOR
IRONING BOARD
UNITED TIME OFFER.
From Seymour.
Space-saving design
hangs on either side
of door. Fold to store.
Easy assembly,
requires no tools.

SA VI
t)a ck
Si 2

599
BATH
SAVE 40%-50(Y.. LIMITED TIME OFFER. Striped towels in 7 color
combinations. Solids in 20 fashionable colors. "Vantage" from
Cannon and -Palatial" from Dundee. Thick, soft 100% cotton.
Bath. $5.99. Hand, $3.99. Wash, $2.99. Compare at $6-$10.

"EMBASSY" BATH RUGS
SAVE 44%. UNITED TIME OFFER. Antron nylon with non-skid
backing. 9 colors. 21x34*. $9.99. Compare at $18. Also: Contour,
$12.99. 24x40‘. $19.99. Lid Cover. $7.99. Compare at $10-$32.

LI

BURLINGTON AREA RUGS

UNITED TIME OFFER. A great accent anywhere in your home.
Polyester with non-skid backing. Assorted styles 30x50". $29 99
42x66", $59.99.

I

II1
i
1,

COTTON DHURRIE RUGS
LIMITED TIME INFER. Plaids, jacquards, and chenilles. Styles
vary by store Also. 30x50, $7.99. Compare at $14.98-$24.98.

399-1399
BATH
ACCESSORIES
10 colors. Tumbler.
toothbrush holder, or
soap dish. $3.99.
Shell dish. $4.99.
Lotion, $5.99.
Tissue holder, $8.99.
Wastebasket. $13.99.
Compare at 58-$22.

BIG DIAL SCALE
SAVE 50%. LIMITED TIME OFFER. From Health -O -Meter. Features
easy-to-read big numbers and extra toot room Compare at S59 88

799
each
SHOWER
CADDIES
LIMITED TIME
OFFER. White
plastic corner
shelf or
hanging
white wire
holder.

BATH SHEET

TUB MAT

SAVE 48%. UMITED TIME
OFFER. Oversized (35x70"I
"Palatial" cotton bath sheet in
15 colors. Compare at $24.95

UNITED TIME OFFER.
Reversible cotton mats match
"Palatial" towels and bath
sheets Compare at $18

39"
RICHARD CARUSO
HAIRSETTER
Molecular hairsetter locks
in curls with mildly heated
steam that’s good for your
hair. Includes steamer.
rollers, shields, styling
guide and carrying case.
Also available: Small.
Medium. or Large extra
rollers. $14.99 for a
set of 6.

54"
IRV PIM,

INTERPLAK
Plaque removal
instrument.
*PB-10. $59.99
After $5 mail -in
rebate. $54.99
Toothpaste.
$3.99. Extra
brush. $12.99.

LI

st’

199

HITACHI BREADMAKER

lb.
SAVE 3r.. Bakes ‰ 1to‰
loaves, convection browned to the
Bread"
"Rapid
you
prefer.
color
setting shortens baking time. Builtin timer. too Compare at $329.95.
Check our breadmaker accessories:
"Bread Magic Cookbook." $8.76.
Beer Bread Mix. $3.49
White Bread Mix, $2.79
Toastmaster electric knife, $14.99.

CHAMPION JUICER
SAVE 40%. Premium quality extractor makes delicious juices from non -citrus fruits and vegetables,
Also grates and makes baby food, peanut butter,
ice cream and much more. Compare at $254.

BRAUN HAND BLENDER
SAVE 35%. Includes chopper accessory, whip
disk attachment, and mixing/measuring beaker
Compare at $53.95.

39’9

A
"

REGAL
COOKWARE
7-PC. SET
LIMITED TIME OFFER
Non-stick 1 -qt anti
2 -qt. covered saw-, I
5 -qt. covered Dutch
and 10" skillet. Corn;
at $100.95 set.

KITCHEN TIMERS

3-PC. STIR FRY SET
SAVE 47%. LIMITED TIME OFFER. Non-stick stir
fry pan and two utensils. Compare at $18.99.

Dinosaur, Cow, Panda, or Bomb. Use with
magnet back or free-standing.

YOUR CHOICE 17_99

F
BELGIAN WAFFLER
UMITED TIME OFFER. Salton non-stick waffler
bakes to perfection every time.

COFFEEMAKER/TIMER
UNITED TIME OFFER. Proctor-Silex. 2-12 cup
coffeemaker. Timer lets you preset brewing.
Compare at $50.95.

10-SPEED BLENDER
UMITED TIME OFFER. Singer blender with 48 oz
glass carafe. $24.99. After $7 mail -in rebate,
$17.99 your final cost. Compare at $42.95

17"

RICE COOKER

UNITED TIME OFFER. From Aroma. Make
perfect rice every time. 3-cup electric cooker
with glass cover. Compare at $40.

1
M.

ELECTRIC WOK
UNITED TIME OFFER. From
Westbend, Non-stick with variable
temperature control. 6 -qt. capacity.

TOASTERS
UNITED TIME OFFER. From Toastmaster.
2 -slice, or 4 -slice. $17.99 each. Compare
at $25-$37.50,

13-PC. CUTLERY SET
UNITED TIME OFFER. TriStar stainless steel
blades never need sharpening. Compare at $40.

OSTER CAN OPENER
SAVE 25%. Versatile design adjusts to op,
small or tall cans. Built-in knife sharpener
Compare at $24.95.

r.

DER

3999

1999

DINNERWARE
20-PC. SET

FLATWARE
24-PC. SET

SAVE 43%. "Tampico"
service for four. Dinner
plates, salad plates,
bowls, cups, and
saucers. Dishwasher
and microwave safe.
Compare at $70.

SAVE 42%. Service for 6
in a handy storage rack.
Stainless steel with
Black. White, Hunter
Green, or Blue handles.
Compare at $34.95.

4999

1999

DINNERWARE
45-PC. SET

GLASSWARE
10-PC. SET

SPECIAL PURCHASE.
Seashell" tine china
service for eight, Dinner
plates, dessert plates,
bowls, cups. saucers.
and serveware.
Compare at $115.

ER

799
set Of 2
FOOD STORAGE

SAVE 200/a. LIMITED
TIME OFFER. Plastic
containers ideal for
cereal, pasta, flour,
more. Includes 3.25-qt
and 6-qt. sizes.
Everyday, $9.99 set.

tea.

1399each
MR. CART
For office, playroom,
kitchen or anywhere
you need extra storage
All models roll on
casters and feature
3 baskets and a handy
storage shelf.

799

1299

DRYING RACK

STEP STOOL

SAVE 38%. LIMITED
TIME OFFER. 27’ wood
clothes rack folds for
easy storage.
Everyday. $12.99.

ke
okei

LIMITED TIME OFFER.
"Tartan" heavyweight
glass set includes six
each: iced tea, beverage.
and tumbler

LIMITED TIME
OFFER. Folding stool
has rugged steel
construction and
safety step treads.

3999

BED TRAY
SAVE 50%. Folds for
easy storage. Solid
wood in Black or Beech
with white laminate top.
Compare at $19.99.

799
all SIMS

TABLECLOTHS
LIMITED TIME OFFER.
52x52 60x84
60x102 . or 70 round
White. Ivory, Mauve.
Blue, Seagreen.
Compare at $20-$30.
Napkins, set of 4. $6.99.

199
’U

IKS

PLACEMATS
UNBEATABLE PRICE.
Woven cotton
placemats in fashion
solids and prints.
Matching napkins, $1.69.
Compare at $4-$5.

4"11,11
129944-qt.
1999AM

SWING-TOP BINS
LIMITED TIME OFFER.
Plastic in Black
or White

ROYAL DIRT DEVIL
VACUUMS

321160"

AREA RUGS
UNBEATABLE PRICE.
Made of 100% Terclon
with the look and feel of
wool. 32x60, $39.99.
2x8 runner, $39.99.
4x6’, $59.99.
5k8’. $99.99.
Compare at $99-$200.

099
U each

11A.5F1111.99"11101149

A. UNBEATABLE PRICE. 6.0 -amp
motor. 25 -foot cord #5200 $5999
Compare at $12905
B. SAVE 47%. LIMITED TIME OFFER.
6.0-amp motor. on -board tools.
Headlight. #6200. Compare at $189.95.
C. SAVE 40/.. Powerful 11.0 -amp
motor. Extra -long hose for curtains.
steps, more. On -board tools. Headlight.
#8201. Compare at $249.95.
Also: 10 pk. of bags, $9.99.

U

9999

FUTON

14999

FRAME

SAVE 25%-26%. UMITED
TIME OFFER. Futon is 4
thick -Sierra" frame is solid
pine with a Natural finish
Used together, they can be
converted from a sofa to a
full size bed. Compare at
5136-$200. Futon Cover Set
(not shown). $69 99

"MIMI" SOFA/SLEEPER
SAVE 43%. Easily converts from a sofa to a roomy 48x72"
bed Frame is durable yet lightweight with a Black quilted
cover. Compare at $349.99.

SAVE 50%
TV dining.
Compare r

All are C
Bra
131Hx531h
(40Hx3 1th
tSr

3999 "lir
SILK FICUS

SAVE 27%49%. UNITED TIME OFFER. Each piece is solid
wood. 30x48" tabletop. Chair has a contoured seat and back.
Compare at $42.50-$137 50.

LIMITED TIME OFFER. More than
1.000 natural -looking silk leaves.
Basket container included.

(31Hx35I

HALOGEN
TORCHIERE

GINGER JAR LAMPS
SAVE NM. Glazed ceramic with polished brass accents.
16" tall. Black, Blue. or White with shades. Compare at $16.99.

UNBEATABLE PRICE. Built-in
dimmer. Halogen bulb included
72’ tall. Compare at $6999

(24Hx221

1

[11

ENTER

WALL CLOCKS
SAVE 21%. Easy -to -read Spartus quartz clocks
with big, bold numbers. Compare at $12.75

SONY CLOCK RADIO
SAVE 24%. UNITED TIME OFFER. Dream Bar’
lets you snooze an extra 8 minutes. Charcoal or
White #ICFC240. Compare at $19.95.

AM/FM/CASSETTE
SAVE 20%. Portable stereo radio/cassette
player operates on batteries (not included) or
wall outlet. #SP11. Compare at $24.99.

1999each

SAVE 50% LIMITED TIME OFFER. Cellular styling
with last -number redial *SW120 and #SW106
Compare at $19 99 each

5999

BIG BUTTON OR
SPEAKER PHONE
SAVE 33%. LIMITED TIME
OFFER. Big Button
remembers 8 numbers,
Speaker Phone remembers
20. Last-number redial.
For desk or wall. #PH328,
#SP1800. Compare at
$29.99 each.

(199 ade each CONAIR PHONES

SONY CORDLESS
PHONE

PHONE/ANSWERER
From Phonemate. 9 -station redial/ auto dial, call
screening, hold. beeperless remote, and toll
saver. *4050/4150

SAVE 50%. UNITED
TIME OFFER. Cordless
convenience with clear
clean sound. Desk or
wall -mountable base
Remembers 20 numbe,
Last number redo’
#SPP-57. Compare
at $119.95.

SAVE 4’
TIME I
laminate fi
room for
VCR
storage f
47
Cow

We’ll Build It
And Deliver It

Some furniture requires assembly
Delivery and assembly available
for a nominal cost
vu

099
ikr each

SNACK TABLE
SAVE 50%. UNITED TIME OFFER. Great for
TV dining. Natural wood table folds for storage
Compare at $20 each.

CHESTS

BEN
NIERE
iit-in
cluded
99.
MIME

1
i

:.$
styling
106

All are Oak laminate with
Brass finish handles.
A. 6-Drawer
(31Hx53Wx16’D) $199.99.
B. 4 -Drawer
(40Hx31Wx16’D) $129.99.
C. 3 -Drawer
(31Hx35Wx16’D) $99.99.
D. Nightstand
(24Hx22Wx15’D) $69.99.

FOLDING CHAIRS

UNITED TIME OFFER. The party-perfect
seating solution. Solid wood with a Natural finish.
Compare at $24.95 each

o.129" ii

A.121717V

A0111.
1.11111111L.

.0111111
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o.69"
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4-PC. WORK CENTER

SAVE 30%. Computer work station includes a roomy desk with swing -door storage area.
hutch with adjustable shelf and storage, corner wedge, and printer stand. White laminate
finish. Desk/hutch is 22Dx40Wx5VH. Compare at $147.

6999

2999

ENTERTAINMENT
CENTER

SWIVEL
CD/VIDEO TOWER

SAVE 41%. LIMITED
TIME OFFER. Black
laminate finish. Enough
room for a 2T TV plus
VCR shelf. Hidden
storage for tapes. etc.
47Hx48Wx15D.
Compare at $120.

UNBEATABLE PRICE.
Dual -sided CD/tape
holder with swivel base.
black laminate surface
48Hx9Wx9’D Easy
assembly. Compare
at $75

999’
STORAGE
CABINET
SAVE 38%. Two locking
doors conceal adiustable
shelves. Ideal for home.
office, or anywhere you
need extra storage
White laminate finish.
71Hx30Wx16’D
Compare at $161.95.

YOUR CHOICE 19.99
ESS
ED
Bess
clear
Or

se
mbeis

19"

19"

TV/VCR CART

3-SHELF
BOOKCASE

SAVE 33%. Sturdy
top for TV, plus
middle shelf for VCR.
Rolls on casters.
Oak laminate finish.
21Hx25Wx15’D
Compare at $30

SAVE 48%.
UNITED TIME
OFFER. White
laminate finish.
30Hx30Wx9’D.
Compare at $39.

1999
BEANBAG CHAIRS
SAVE 33%. Comfortable
casual seating for family
room or kids rooms.
Vinyl or fabric in assorted
prints and solids.
Compare at $30 each.

SAVE
t(
\/)/2
be

2"

bath MARTEN TOWELS

LIMITED TIME OFFER. Stock up! 100% cotton towels in great
colors. White. Ivory. Lagoon, Mint Green. Peach, Slate Blue.
English Rose, or Watermelon. Bath, $2.99. Hand. $2.49.
Wash, $1.99. Compare at $5.98-$9.98.

SPRINGMAID SHEETS
SAVE 414-50%. Choose from 13 colors. 180-thread-count percale
sheets 500. cotton/50% polyester. Flat or fitted. Twin, $4.99.
Twin XL or Full, $9.99. Queen, $14.99. King. $19.99. Standard
cases. $7.99 (pr.). King cases, $9.99 (pr.). Compare at $10-$34.

"SUPREME"
BED PILLOW

FEATHER/DOWN
BED PILLOW

LIMITED TIME OFFER. Hypoallergenic, polyester fill pillows
with 1000/0 cotton covers.
Machine care. Standard.
Queen, or King. $5.99 each.

SPECIAL PURCHASE.
Luxuriously filled with 95o
white feathers/50!0 white
down. 1000/a cotton cover.
Standard size. $5.99

SAVE
Comp

29"
5-SHELF
BOOKCASE
SAVE 49%. LIMITED TIME
OFFER. Get six teet of
storage space for books
and collectibles. White
laminate finish. Adjustable
shelves. 72Hx30Wx9"D.
Compare at $59.

Limn
I

DESK CHAIRS

DESK/CHAIR/LAMP SET

SAVE 4IW.. LIMITED TIME OFFER. Adjustable seat and back.
Sturdy design with a five -caster base. Blue. Black, Gray. or Red.
Compare at S49 99 each

CONCORD Diamond Blvd and Willow Pass Rd., across from The Willows. 1 block
east of Hwy. 680)510) 671-4800. Mon.- Sat. 930 AM -9 PM, Sun. 10 AM -7 PM
FREMONT Fremont Hub Shopping Ctr.. Mowry Ave and Fremont Blvd.
(510) 795-7111. Mon. -Fri. 10 AM -9 PM. Sat. 9:30 AM-9 PM. Sun. 11 AM -7 PM
FRESNO Manchester Ctr.. E. Shields and Blackstone (209) 222-4663.
Mon. -Sat 9.30 AM -9 PM, Sun. 11 AM -7 PM
LAS VEGAS Tropicana & Pecos (Southwest Corner) (702) 454-2154,
Mon -Sat 9 AM -9 PM, Sun 10 AM -7 PM
LAS VEGAS Loma Vista Shopping Ctr.. 4510 Meadows Lane
(702) 258-4663. Mon -Sat 9 AM -9 PM. Sun. 10 AM -7 PM
ROHNERT PARK Next to Wal-Mart West of Hwy 101 (707) 586-9792.
Mon -Sat 9 AM -9 PM, Sun 10 AM -6 PM

NOM’ EXPRESS
01993 HOME EXPRESS, INC.
"Limited Time Offer" Prices Good From
August 27 through September 6.1993

The Worry -Free
Mop*, Experiencs
it within 30 days of void
,e a local instock retailer advertises the same !tern tor less.
lust bring in the complete ad with your Home
Express receipt and we’ll refund the difference

adults

SAVE 37%. LIMITED TIME OFFER. Includes a tilt -top desk with
shelves, clamp -on swing -arm lamp and cushioned chair on
casters Also available in red. Compare at $79.95.

SACRAMENTO Howe ’Bout Arden Shopping Ctr 2100 Arden Way. 1 block -.v1
of Arden hair Mall (916) 646-4663. Mon. -Sat 9 30 AM -9 PM, Sun 11 AM-; PM
SACRAMENTO/CITRUS HEIGHTS Sunrise Village, corner of Sunrise and
Madison, two blocks south of Sunrise Mall (916) 965-3131.
Mon. -Sat. 9.30 AM -9 PM. Sun. 11 AM -7 PM
SACRAMENTO Southgate Plaza, Florin Rd . across from Home Depot.
1916(393-0423. Mon -Sat 930 AM -9 PM, Sun. 11 AM -7 PM
SAN JOSEAVESTGATE In the Westgate Mall on Saratoga at Campbell
i4081374-2266. Mon -Sat. 9 AM -9 PM. Sun 10 AM -8 PM
SAN LEANDRO/BAYFAIR. on Hesperian Blvd. and Bayfair Dr next to
Baytair Mail. (5101278-7003. Mon. -Sat 9:30 AM-9 PM. Sun, 10 AM-7 Prvi
PM SANTA CLARA Mervyn’s Plaza. 2020 El Camino Real at Scott.
(408) 261-9884. Mon. -Sat 9 AM -9 PM, Sun 10 AM -8 PM

The "compare at" price’s the price at which Home Express believes the item or an gem of like grade and quakty,
t department stores and similar retailers it is not a pr Cr at which Home Express has said the product It reflects Oyer it The retail price suggested
manufacturer or 121 our determination of the tat retail price based on either ai the price at which merchandise of like gra e and quality is offered by department stores and othe non-discount sellers or lb) our own calculation of the full retail price based on customary rel.],
markups for similar merchandise We believe that our ’compare at" prices reflect the highest retail prices at which sales are made in this economic area The percentage saved is based on the comparison of our price wdb the "compare at" price
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Clamp
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Black

Back-To -School Savings
YOUR CHOICE 9_99
(199
ea each

9"

BEDRESTS

3-TIER
STORAGE

SAVE 33%. Great
for reading or
watching TV in
bed. 12 colors.
Compare at
$15 each.

LIMITED TIME
OFFER. From
Sterilite Rugged
plastic

ISE.
’ with 95%
1. white
on cover.
i.99.

set
013

FLOOR CUSHIONS
SAVE 50%. Chintz covers. 2T square. 13 colors.
Compare at $20 each.

TUBE HANGERS
UNITED nmE OFFER. Sizes for children and
adults. Eight sets of 10, $9.99.

STACKING
CRATES

UNITED TIME OFFER. Heavy-duty plastic in
Black, White. or Teal. Great for school supplies.
sports gear, more. Compare at $8 each.

WASTEBASKET
UNITED TIME OFFER. Swing -top 11 -qt. plastic
can. Blue, White, Hunter Green, or Black.

set
013

STACKING
BINS

UNITED TIME OFFER. Organize that back -to school clutter with these plastic bins in Black.
White, or Teal. Compare at $8 each.

CELEBRITY WALL CLOCKS
Choose your favorite movie star look -alike.

FOLDING CHAIRS
LIMITED TIME OFFER. Solid wood with a
Natural finish. Compare at $24 95 each.

"TUBBY" STORAGE BINS
Won’t dent or crack Great for icing beverages
recycling, toys, sports gear 21/2 -bushel capacity

desk with
lair on

099
imr each
. 1 block lot
11 AM,’ PM
ie and

SWING ARM LAMP

Put the light where you need it. Assorted colors.
Clamp-on design.

099
iv each

HEART
HAMPERS
lpgestPd

ani reta.

UNITED nmE
OFFER.
Durable plastic.
White, Pink,
Black, or Teal.

GOOSENECK LAMP
Compact desk lamp is ideal for students or
home office. Assorted colors.

INSULATED LUNCH BOXES
Soft -sided with insulation to keep food cool.
Easy to clean inside and out.

999

RIVAL
TOASTER
SAVE 50%.
UNITED TIME
OFFER. Twoslice design.
#9210. Compare
at $19.95.

0 99
ire each

PERSONAL
FANS
Two speeds.
Colors vary.
While supplies
last.

CALENDAR/MEMO BOARD
SPECIAL PURCHASE. Wipe -clean 17x23"
calendar 9x12 memo board, erasable marker.

999
COFFEEMAKER
UNITED TIME
OFFER.
Proctor-Sites
Brews 2-12 cups.
#607A. Compare
at $28.95.

Back-To-School Savings
2999

09"

each

5

UTILITY TOWER
SAVE 50/.. LIMITED TIME
OFFER. Use with all of the
8 adjustable shelves or
with fewer shelves for
taller items. Oak laminate
finish. 72Hx15Wx9"D
Compare at $59.99.

4-PC. WORK CENTER

SAVE 50%. LIMITED TIME
OFFER. Includes an ample desk
with drawer and shelf, hutch with
storage shelves, corner adaptor.
and printer stand. Oak laminate
finish. Compare at $180.95.

We’ll Build It
And Deliver It

ful
futon
N.

444111

1999

2799

3-SHELF
BOOKCASE

5-SHELF
BOOKCASE

59"
COMPUTER
DESK/CART

LIMITED TIME
OFFER. Oak
laminate finish
sturdy design.
adjustable
shelves
72Hx30Wx9"D
Compare
at $59

SAVE 49%.
LIMITED TIME
OFFER. Holds
books. school
supplies.
CDs, etc. Oak
laminate finish,
30Hx30Wx91).
Compare at $39.

SAVE 39%. LIMITED
TIME OFFER. Oak fumy
cart holds a computer
keyboard, printer, arm
paper. Rolls on caster,
Compare at $98.95.

DIRE
Cotton
$8.99.
$12.95.

99"
STORAGE CABINET

13999

STUDENT/OFFICE DESK
SAVE 45%. LIMITED TIME OFFER. Compact home office or
study desk with Oak laminate finish. Two shelves and a
drawer for storage. 29Hx41Wx191). Compare at $73.95.

TRI-LIGHT FLOOR LAMP
LIMITED TIME OFFER. Black or White
ri lamp with three adjustable fixtures.
IA Compare at $59.99.

EXECUTIVE DESK

SAVE 34%. LIMITED TIME OFFER. Spacious 30x60" desk has plenty
of storage with two file drawers and two supply drawers. Durable
Oak laminate finish resists mars and scratches. Compare at $214.95

2999

SAVE 32%. LIMITED TIME
OFFER. The two lockill
doors conceal 6 adiustahl..
shelves. Ideal for home
office, or anywhere you
need extra storage.
Oak laminate finish
71 Hx30Wx16"D
Compare at $147.95

11A

SAVE

finish
house
2114;
Corn

B C
From

HALOGEN LAMP

LIMITED TIME OFFER. Adiusts so you can
direct light. With 50-watt Halogen bulb.
Compare at $77.99.

HALOGEN LAMP
LIMITED TIME OFFER. Attractive design in Black
or Brass. 15" tall. Halogen bulb included.
Compare at $69.99 each.

PRINTER/FILE CART
SAVE 30%. Paper shelf is adjustable. File drd,..,
holds letter or legal -size hanging files. Oak laic.
finish. 29V2Hx19Wx151/2"D. Compare at $85 9!,

mo
v
i
extei

Back -To-school Savings
5099

FRAME

MER
MUTED TIME
oh all of the
helves or
yes for
ak laminate
iNx9-1)
59.99.

1 9 99each

9999

FUTON

BEANBAG
CHAIRS

"Bola" pine frame can
be used in three
different ways: as a
sofa, lounger, or
full-size bed. 4 thick
futon comes in Black or
Natural. Compare at
$136-$170. Futon
cover set (not
shown). $69.99.

SAVE 330/. Bright.
bold colors and
patterns. Vinyl, nylon,
or cotton covers.
Compare at $30 each.

699

88141

IT

899designer
covers

MUTED
Oak finish
omputer
1,er. and
n casters
)8.95

_

,air. 414’

te 129,

AWN

DIRECTOR’S CHAIRS
Cotton canvas solid color covers. $6.99 Designer print covers.
$8.99, Solid wood chair frames in Black. White. or Natural.
$12.99. Compare at $9-$24.99.

CABINET
MUTED TIME
no lockis,
adiustarl.,
or home
vhere you
’age
finish

TV! VCR CART
SAVE 33%. Sturdy
design with Black
or White melamine
finish. Middle shelf
houses your VCR
21Hx27Wx1510
Compare at $30

147.95

BACKPACKS
LE CART
File dray.,
Oak Ian,
1f$859

From Jansport for
hiking, school, and
more. All styles
have adjustable
straps and roomy
interiors plus
exterior pockets.

LIMITED TIME
OFFER. Corded.
ruffled, or knife
edge styles in 20
colors. Compare
at $15 each.

FLIP CHAIR
SAVE 33%. Opens for watching TV, reading, or sleep -over
guests. Folds to create a chair with back for silting. Foam pad
covered in cotton. Compare at $75 each.

3999

29"

1999each

199’
to
3999

CHINTZ
TOSS
PILLOWS

tc.

CD/VIDEO
RACK

VIDEO TAPE
HOLDER

UNBEATABLE
PRICE. Swivel rack
has storage on two
sides Holds
hundreds of CD’s
and dozens of
VHS tapes Oak
laminate finish.
48Hx9Wx91).
Compare at $75.

UMITED TIME
OFFER. Stores and
displays more than
100 VHS cassette
tapes. Black wood grain finish.
Locking doors.
23Wx11Dx29’H.
Compare at
$85.97

1

788

0’1

DOOR MIRROR
LIMITED TIME OFFER.
Full-length mirror lets
you see yourself from
head to toe

R.,111

2999each

BOOKPACKS/ATTACHE

From High Sierra. Built to last. with lots of pockets and
compartments. Perfect for school, work or travel

Back-To-school Savings
99
TWI
REVERSIBLE
COMFORTERS
Springmaid gives you two

TWIN
FLANNEL
SHEETS

Hunter
Green

Hunter/Bu undy

great looks for the price of
one. 100% polyester fill.
Twin. $29.99.
Twin X -Long. $49.99.
Full/Queen, $59.99.
King, $69.99.
True
Blue

SAVE 22-37/..
Cotton flannel sheets in
gorgeous colors. (Also
available in White or Hot
Pink, not shown.)
Flat or fitted sheets
Twin, $8.99.
Full. $13.99.
Queen, $16.99.
King, $19.99.
Std. cases, $8.99 (pr.).
King cases, $10.99 (pr.).
Compare at $12-$32.

6."

BATH
SHEETS

14"

3-PC.
RUG SET

UNITED TIME OFFER. Oversized
SAVE 50%. UMITED TIME OFFER.
(35x66’) bath sheets in 100% cotton. Antron nylon 21x34 rug, contour rug,
Choose from an assortment of fashion and lid cover. Compare at $30 set.
colors. Compare at $22 each.

SHOWER
RADIO/CLOCK

SAVE 25%. WAITED TIME OFFER.
Water resistant AM/FM Hangs from a
showerhead or stands on a countertop
Compare at $19.90.

999

PROCTORSILEII IRON

IRONING
BOARD/
PAD/COVER

UNITED TIME
OFFER. Full-size
ironing board
with thick foam
pad and cover.
T -leg design sets
up easily and
provides a stable
surface. Styles
vary by store.

LIMITED TIME
OFFER. Steam/dry
iron #1321
Compare
at $22.95.

FOG FREE
MIRROR

SAVE 40%. UNITED TIME OFFER.
ShowerTek II Shatterproof mirror
adjusts for shaving in the shower
Compare at $25.

799
each WICKER
WASTEBASKET

UMITED TIME OFFER. White, Black.
Rose. Slate, Apricot. Ecru, Berry,
Evergreen, or Peach. Compare at $20.

5999

HOOVER VACUUM

SAVE 33%. Encore’
upright with 150
C.E./AMP’ rating, quick release cord, edge
cleaning on both sides
#4245. Compare at
$89.95. ’Details in store.

799
/ each

FILE BOX

LIMITED TIME OFFER.
Stackable plastic
box with lid contains
10 hanging files with
tabs and inserts Ideal
for home office

GOLDSTAR MICROWAVE

SAVE 50%. UNITED TIME OFFER. Goldstar compact
4 Cu. ft. interior oven with defrost and cook settings
plus 30 -minute timer #4002. Compare at $159.95
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Tear here and use the order card below-

296.798

Just mid the coupon with check or money order tot $1 86 ’that’s lc tor
our eight CDs plus 51 Solo, shipping and handling)
You agree to buy lust six more selections in the next three years at
regular Club prices currently $1298 In 516 98-and you may cancel
in. hThe after doing so IA shipping and handling charge
..,,t every tour sveeks (up to 13 limes a yeati
.-. lion for your listening interest plus hundreds
..iection mailings up to six times a y

a
YIP mom in
’"in SKI .0 admirals 5655 l’

Las Ilmas OM. 9100
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mg $54
Newsstand $108
78105 $2397
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Selections with two numbers count as two selections-write each nuellteer in a separate box

Fniandge Ave P0 Box 1130. Terre Haute IN 478114130
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.dtASSETTES
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The Tragically Hip

.

,,.
it you want the Regular or Spe,,i. r..
, ,
r ,
2,1,1,1 automatically It you d prefer an aiternal,
selection or none dl all, lust mail the response card always provided by the
date sPecibed
You always have 10 days to 410C1410, it not you may return the
Selection 41 001 expense
mew -Buy More -Pay Loss Bonus Plan If you continue your
you’ll be eligible tor our moneyin
:our obligation
..
.
. ill _gel a single CO tor as little as $399 tor a
.D Vlou Fitly at regular Club price
I !..
I
wen Tour
.
ighl now at the
imiii
E
Bonus Older y
’
enlitied to take an extra
super low price 01 only $6 e
ir discounted CD and your
CD as a bonus FREE. am’ ,
a total 0110 CDs In 0111
bonus CO with your 8 Introd,,,
1 2
HF_RE ROW TC
Just met Vt Ow numbers of the 2 calumets’ AVIII wont and mail the
coupon together with check or mono,
$1 8519.41’s 1c tor your 12
cassettes plus 51 8510 cover shipping and handling)
YOU agree to buy lust eight more selections in the next three years at
regular Club prices (currently $798 to $1098 plus shipptng and
handlingi-and you may cancel membership at any time after doing so
Bur ono-spet one blot Bonus Mon It you continue your membership
alter wetting your obligabon you’ll be eligible for our generous bonus plan
It lets you get one cassette tree 01 0002) one you buy at regular Club price
(shipping and handling sell be added, Otherwise the Club Operates in the
same manner as described above
2 More CaSepees FREE Choose your first selection now for only $398
(that’s up to 60., oft regular Club oncost-and your membership obligation
is immediately reduced you then need buy only 7 more rinstead 01 81 in
three years’ AND this discount purchase also entitles you to 2 extra
cassettes FREE So you can gel 15 cassettes for less than the price of one,
it the applicabon Is tiwss999. wrap 40 -Columbia House 1400 North
Fruitridge Avenue Terre Haute Indiana 07811.1130
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!"INETIONAL
DISCOUNTS

rum University Subscription Service
LOWEST PRICES ANYWHERE
1. Guaranteed lowest price or we will refund the difference
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